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The use of GIS for the technical
examination of take-off airport road
B. GRZĘDZIŃSKI
Górnośląskie Towarzystwo Lotnicze S.A. (Upper Silesian Aviation Group)
EMAIL: bgrzedzinski@gtl.com.pl

ABSTRACT

The study covers the design of a GIS project presenting the usefulness of GIS tools for monitoring the
runway condition using Katowice International Airport in Pyrzowice as an example.
The study was used in evaluating the possibility of introducing a system of cooperation between the
following enities engaged in maintaining airport pavement in Katowice International Airport in Pyrzowice within one system
KEYWORDS: GIS, airport road

1. Introduction
This report describes the elaboration of the GIS design
presenting the usefulness of the GIS tools for supervising
the condition of the runway on the example of the “Katowice” International Airport in Pyrzowice.
This report has been used to evaluate the possibility of
implementing a single system of cooperation for the following entities involved in maintaining the airport pavement
in the “Katowice” International Airport in Pyrzowice.

The Dispatcher’s competencies include the ongoing
inspection of the runway condition and reporting any visible damages or pilots’ remarks regarding the runway.
The Investment and Real Estate Department (DIN) is
responsible for periodical inspections, overhauls and repairs on the runway.
The Maintenance Company is an external entity carrying out ongoing repairs ordered by the Investment and
Real Estate Department (DIN).
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The aim of this design was to elaborate a report making it possible to ensure detailed control of the condition
and repairs of runway (DS) component slabs. The final
version of the design, after implementing it in the server
version of the software, will facilitate the interactive operation of the above-mentioned entities.
The following assumptions have been made: the Airport Dispatcher will mostly work on a PDA with a GPS
module, the Investment and Real Estate Department will
work on a notebook with a GPS module and the Maintenance Company will not upload any data but only
submit the results of its operation to the Investment and
Real Estate Department in a form of a graphic report in
the JPEG format.

2. Expected results
Results of implementing the design:
• ensuring control over nominal expenses incurred as a
result of runway repairs;
• ensuring control over safety on the runway through
constantly updated view of the current distribution of
damages and repairs;
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• evaluating the effectiveness of repair methods;
• ensuring more efficient communication among:
›› Entities involved in ongoing inspection of runway
condition;
›› Units ordering repairs and defining their priorities;
›› Units responsible for making repairs and entities responsible for controlling expenses.
The system includes:
• A vector map of the slabs located on the runway.
• A database.
Minimum scope and final result
• A design including an inventory of slabs located in the
area where runway slabs are exploited in a most intensive manner.
• A design including an inventory of all component
slabs included within the scope of the AIR SIDE zone
(DS, DK, APRON).
Tools used
• ARC INFO 9.3.1. software.
• The existing ORACLE database.The up-to-date database
relates to the inventory of the 16 hectares area connected
with Limited Use Area for the “Katowice” International Airport and inventory of protected species present
in the airport area. During the project implementation
stage, it has been found out that, taking into account the
large amount of raster data expected by the entities for
which the database is created, 50% of the project implementation costs will be earmarked for purchasing server
hardware and software. Following the consultations with
the ICT Department, it has been agreed that the database
will be based on the MS solution.
• GPS DGPS.
›› TOPCON GRS-1 device;
›› operating in L1 GPS/GLONASS frequency;
›› The measurement accuracy has been additionally
enhanced by downloading DGPS patches from the
ASG-EUPOS network.
›› The tests carried out on the basis of the orthophotograph have shown the compliance of the assumed
system sufficient for GIS (error not exceeding 0.3 m).
The following input data (orthophotograph, maps,
photos) has been used
• TECHMEX orthophotograph:
›› product – satellite image;
›› location – airport safety zone - 269 km2;
›› file format – GeoTIFF;
›› coordinate system – WGS 1984;
›› map validity – September 2008;
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›› spectral resolution – natural colours.
• Air Force Institute of Technology (ITWL) study:
›› Data in the form of 24 JPEG files without georeference and with schematic drawings of slabs which
do not depict the actual appearance.

3. Detailed description of
selected elements
Map
• slab traverses (georeferences);
• slab number marking;
• automatic marking of the slab condition by means of
a colour code.

Information in the database
Initially, 11 attributes of an individual slab were selected:
• slab number;
• slab condition (good, acceptable, repair needed);
• damage type (drop-down list, e.g. longitudinal crack,
crushed elements);
• last repair date;
• guarantee period;
• entity responsible for repairs;
• construction date;
• construction contractor;
• repair priority;
• last inspection date;
• inspection photo;
• slab repair history (types of repairs carried out on a slab).
•
•
•
•

Finally, four elements have been selected:
slab number;
slab condition (OK, poor);
inspection (date);
priority (high, low).

Additionally, the attributes have been complemented
with the typology offering a multiple-choice functionality,
according to the Damage Typology Table.

Damage Typology used
After initial estimation of the number of items to be
associated with one traverse, it was concluded that the
amount of incremental information would be too large.
The attribute analysis showed that only the slab size attribute, its location and number are constant attributes for
a traverse. Other attributes in the target version should
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Fig. 1 One of the Air Force Institute of Technology (ITWL) studies used in the project.

constitute a separate element that would increase in time
and become a history of repairs. Due to the limits connected with the size of data I was able to input within the framework of this project, an additional table with individual

slab history was not created. However, I have concentrated
on the objective, i.e. proving the GIS project usefulness for
runway condition control purposes. The list of attributes
for traverses was discussed with the group of entities potentially utilising the system.

Table 1. Damage Typology used

Item

Damage type

1.
2.
3.

Exchanging worn expansion joints
Creating the expansion gaps
Considerable deterioration of slab load capacity
SURFACE DAMAGES
Cavities
Surface peeling
Netting of hair cracks on the surface
STRUCTURAL DAMAGES

4.
5.
6.
7.
7.1
7.2
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

6

Cracks in slab corners
Local damage in slab corners; dimensions 5 x 5 cm 10 x 10 cm
Considerable damage of a slab corner; dimensions 0.5
x 0.5 – 1.5 x 1.5 m
Uncontrolled deep cracks in a slab
Slab edge damage
Slab sagging and faulting
Deep sinking slab degradation, numerous cross
scratches on slabs, active cracks, cracks faulting under
load, chipping on the slab surface
Surface defect repair

4. Undertaken Activities
Map
The following activities have been necessary to elaborate the map:
• review of the materials owned;
• adapting the materials owned to one system, i.e.:
PUWG (Polish National Grid) 1965, zone V.
The local PUWG 1965 system was selected because it is
the system for the geodetic centre in this area. Moreover, it
was assumed that it would be enough for such a small area,
i.e. 2 800 m long object. In order to transform this system
into WGS 2000, RTM measurements must be made.
• During the next stage, the orthophotograph files underwent pyramidisation and mosaicing to a single file.
After completion of these activities the file has a very
large size, i.e. 2.82 GB.
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Fig. 2. Defining the coordinate system for the project.

• The graphic documentation elaborated by the Air Force Institute of Technology does not depict the whole
runway in one image and has no georeferences. 24 files
were “assembled” in Photoshop CS3 and the ArcInfo
georectification function was used in order to provide
correct georeference data. The addition of georeferences
to the study was problematic due to the fact that the size
of individual traverses does not reflect the actual appearance of slabs located in the runway. All slabs in the
Air Force Institute of Technology’s study are presented
in a symbolic form and their size is 5 x 5 m. The orthophotograph was used as the initial material for inputting georeferences and, next, the accuracy of obtained
compliance was checked by means of 10 field DGPS
measurements. The ensured accuracy was defined as
sufficient for further utilisation of the materials by the
Airport Dispatchers Department which will plot the
information on the basis of devices with GPS accuracy.
• Next, the transparency of the base of the layer elaborated on the basis of the Air Force Institute of Technology’s study was set up.

Database
The Exel suite was used to create a table containing
attributes for target slab traverses. This table was inputted
in ArcCatalog.
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Taking into account the previously prepared bases, attribute table and graphics, the traverse layer was created.

Presentation
During the next stage, the method of data presentation
was defined and, as a result, numbers of individual slabs
are displayed on traverses.
Additionally, in order to ensure supervision over the
slab condition, a different traverse colour code was assigned to each detailed slab condition attribute.

5. Conclusion
The implemented project has satisfied the requirements determined in the initial part as regards the possibility of recording the runway condition.
The ARC INFO tool made it fully possible to prepare
the initial material for the project fulfilling the required
functions as regards implementing changes, visual representation of the object condition and using the materials
available in the airport resources.
Following the material elaboration, it was consulted with a group of potential users. On the basis of the
consultations and arrangements, it has agreed that it is
necessary to complement the database with drop-down
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Fig. 3. Example of divergence of data obtained after superimposing the panorama of Air Force Institute of Technology’s
graphic studies on the orthophotograph with georeferences

Fig. 4. The same fragment of the runway after making a correction by means of a DGPS device.
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Fig. 5 Map fragment with record traverses, slab numbers and colour codes showing the damage degree

lists in order to minimise the possibility of editing the
same statements with different expressions. Initially, 12
database components were defined and later 5 final elements vital for this task were selected. These elements
are sufficient for the system to fulfil its function and limit
the capacity required for database operation. Presently, if
proper expenditures are ensured, it is possible to accelerate the data input using an integrated system for mobile field scanning based on three LIDAR scanners, three
CCD cameras and ground-penetrating radar. This system would make it possible to obtain data regarding the
actual runway condition within 30 minutes. Taking into
account the object type, the best device for collecting this
kind of data is a mobile platform for field scanning as gathering this data from the air (flight) does not guarantee
the required quality o acquired data. Presently available
teledetection equipment support automatic recognition
of individual damages so, in near future, the process inputting data should become much easier.
As for now, the human eye is the best instrument to
detect hair cracks caused by frost which are not detected
by automatic systems. On the other hand, only thanks
to devices like ground-penetrating radars we are able to
assess the condition of the runway substructure. The system presented in this paper makes it possible to efficiently analyse data acquired using a variety of methods (i.e.:
employees’ field reports, data acquired from devices like

Volume 4 • Issue 2 • May 2011

cameras, LIDAR, geodetic measurements, ground-penetrating radar), determining priority activities and evaluate
the effectiveness of previously taken actions.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this article is to present measures related to the load securing on European level. The
road transport plays significant role in Europe. With the increasing volume of goods carried by road
the number of vehicles are increasing and also the number of accidents involving trucks. The appropriate load securing increases the safety of road freight transport. European Best Practice Guidelines
on Cargo Securing for Road Transport issued by European Commission are the first document on
European level offering the load securing information.
There is also a lack of load securing training for truck drivers in most of the EU member states. In most
member states the load securing is not the part of the training to obtain truck driving licence. The directive 2003/59/EC on the initial qualification and periodic training of drivers of certain road vehicles
for the carriage of goods or passengers shall improve the situation. The education of truck drivers from
load securing began since September 2009.
The standard EN 12195-1 offers calculation base to design load securing arrangements. There were
cases when it has created unreasonable demands for load securing. The standard has been revised and
finally published in May 2011. However, still the differences between the designs according to the EN
12195-1, methods using in Nordic countries, Germany and according to the IMO/ILO/UN ECE Guidelines on packing of cargo transport units exists. European Best Practice Guidelines on Cargo Securing for Road Transport are need to be revised to reflect the development in the area of load securing.
KEYWORDS: load securing, road freight transport, safety action

Road Safety Action Programme and Load Securing
The traffic safety is crucial with the increasing number
of vehicles on European roads. The EU bodies monitor accidents in road transport and accept necessary measures
to achieve required level of safety. In terms of Road Safety
Action Programme the European Commission prepared
European Best Practice Guidelines on Cargo Securing
for Road Transport with the active participation of the
authors of this paper. [4]
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These guidelines should be the help for legislation
changes in most of EU member states with only general and insufficient legislation (mainly the goal of legislation is: the load may not endanger) covering load
securing without methods how to achieve the goals of
legislation including problems with load securing controls by authorities.
Mr. Jacques Barrot, Vice-President of the European
Commission, which was the Commissioner in charge of
transport introduces these guidelines and says:

© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2011
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“It has been estimated that up to 25% of accidents
involving trucks can be attributable to inadequate cargo
securing. Rules on cargo securing exist in several Member
States, but they often differ in content and scope, making
it very difficult for international transporters to know
what the minimum cargo securing requirements are for a
given cross-border transport operation.“ [4]

discrepancy between the securing equipment specified
in the carriage order and equipment necessary to secure
the load correctly occurs. Here the carrier can relieve of
liability for correct load securing. There are also companies with internal load securing guidelines but presented
load securing is not efficient and road carriers refuse to
secure the load according to these guidelines.

Faults usually occurred in traffic in relation to the
load securing
Present situation in traffic shows that there are following mistakes usually occurred in traffic in relation to the
loading and load securing.
The load carried in inappropriate vehicle is usual way
how the load is carried. Usually the load does not fit to
the vehicle or the vehicle superstructure is not design for
blocking of load as it should be according to the EN 12642
[22]. Typical example is the curtainsider semi-trailer with
sidewalls not designed for load securing. The load must
be lashed. However, if the load is not permitted to lash
because of soft edges, than the vehicle is not suitable for
transport.
The bad condition of the vehicle superstructure is the
second problem where structural faults or missing parts of
the superstructures e.g. wooden laths exist.
The lashing points on a platform are crucial if the cargo
need to be lashed. Sufficient number, strength and position are
important. Standard EN 12640 [23] defines basic requirements
but minimum 12 pairs of lashing points per 13,6 m length of
semi-trailer does not fit to the 17 sections of pallets loaded.
Also minimum strength of 2000 daN is not suitable when
common lashing straps of lashing capacity 2000 or 2500 daN
are used more than one in same direction of load movement.

Convention on the Contract for the International
Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR)
This convention stipulates the responsibilities of the
parties participated in international carriage of goods by
road.
According to Article 17:
“1. The carrier shall be liable for the total or partial loss
of the goods and for damage thereto occurring between the
time when he takes over the goods and the time of delivery, as well as for any delay in delivery.”(Convention CMR,
1956)
This means, if the carrier takes over the shipment, he
also takes over the full responsibility for the shipment
where load securing plays significant role to prevent any
loss or damage on shipment. However, CMR Convention
doesn’t stipulate who is obliged to do the load securing.
According to the Article 17 sec. 4: the carrier shall be
relieved of liability when the loss or damage arises from the
special risks as according to the letter b) the lack of, or defective condition of packing in the case of goods which, by their
nature, liable to wastage or to be damaged when not packed
or when not properly packed.

Appropriate loading is crucial point how to load the
vehicle safely and in easy way to secure and not to overweight. It there is a lot of space between the load units
then the load securing is difficult and costly.
Load on open vehicles is clearly visible by all road
users. When the load is not secured, which is clearly
seen, this is very dangerous to road users. On the other
hand, unsecured load in closed vehicles presents hidden danger to the road users.
Top-over lashing (tie-down) is the most frequent
lashing method but not suitable to secure heavy loads
not blocked forwards. When the load is settling the effect of the tie-down is lost. Therefore retensioning recommended by the EN 12195-1 is important [20].
The type and condition of securing devices plays important role by load securing. Polyester lashing straps
wear our more quickly than steel lashing equipment [18 ].
Manufacturing companies tend to save costs on
packing and the safety of the load has to be assured by
securing equipment provided by the carrier. Here the
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Responsibility of the driver for loading and securing of a cargo
In many EU countries the driver of the vehicle is usually directly responsible for appropriate load securing in
a way not to endanger traffic safety by the load on the vehicle. However, the driver meets a broad range of carrying
goods and often doesn’t have sufficient information about
the load parameters as the weight, the dimensions, the position of the centre of gravity and behaviour of the load
during carriage. Sometimes he is not allowed to be present
during the loading and the vehicle is sealed after the loading. The driver does not perform load securing.
There is usually only general legislation defining the
goal – safety. But in many EU countries there is a lack of
procedures to achieve the safety of a load. This means how
to secure the load in a correct way. There are also exceptions in countries as Germany and Nordic countries with
load securing legislation and standards with 30 years tradition and also with effective load securing controls.
The truck drivers in most of the EU countries have a
minimum knowledge from the load securing because this
is not a part of the education to obtain a driving licence.
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European Directive requiring education of professional drivers from loading and securing of a cargo
The European commission published the Directive
2003/59/EC on the initial qualification and periodic
training of drivers of certain road vehicles for the carriage of goods or passengers to increase the traffic safety
and the level of knowledge of professional drivers. The directive stipulates responsibility for EU member states to
create the system of the initial qualification of professional
drivers and periodic trainings. Knowledge from loading
and securing of a cargo is a part of the List of subjects in
ANNEX 1 of the directive 2003/59/EC as follows:
“1.4. Objective: ability to load the vehicle with due regard for safety rules and proper vehicle use:
forces affecting vehicles in motion, use of gearbox ratios according to vehicle load and road profile, calculation
of payload of vehicle or assembly, calculation of total
volume, load distribution, consequences of overloading
the axle, vehicle stability and centre of gravity, types of
packaging and pallets;
main categories of goods needing securing, clamping
and securing techniques, use of securing straps, checking
of securing devices, use of handling equipment, placing
and removal of tarpaulins.“ (Directive 2003/59/EC)
In order to establish that the driver complies with the
obligations of the directive, Member States should issue
the driver with a certificate of professional competence.
Member States shall apply these measures from 10 September 2009 as regards the initial qualification required
to drive vehicles in licence categories C1, C1+E, C and
C+E.
The general aim specified by the directive must be
more specified in national teaching syllabuses for load securing. European Best Practice Guidelines ([4] sec. 8.14)
also specifies the content of the load securing training.
Loading and securing of dangerous goods
By transport of dangerous goods significant measures
are taken in Europe because these goods are danger for
health and life of the persons, animals and plants or for
the environment. This is covered in Europe by European
Agreement Concerning the International Carriage of
Dangerous Goods by Road – ADR Agreement.
Part 7.5.7 Handling and stowage describes general requirements for securing of dangerous goods:
„7.5.7.1 Where appropriate the vehicle or container shall
be fitted with devices to facilitate securing and handling of
the dangerous goods. Packages containing dangerous substances and unpackaged dangerous articles shall be secured
by suitable means capable of restraining the goods (such
as fastening straps, sliding slatboards, adjustable brackets)
in the vehicle or container in a manner that will prevent
any movement during carriage which would change the
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orientation of the packages or cause them to be damaged.
When dangerous goods are carried with other goods (e.g.
heavy machinery or crates), all goods shall be securely fixed
or packed in the vehicles or containers so as to prevent the
release of dangerous goods.
Movement of packages may also be prevented by filling
any voids by the use of dunnage or by blocking and bracing.
Where restraints such as banding or straps are used, these
shall not be over-tightened to cause damage or deformation
of the package (Guidance on the stowage of dangerous goods can be found in the European Best Practice Guidelines
on Cargo Securing for Road Transport published by the European Commission. Other guidance is also available from
competent authorities and industry bodies.). [2]
Load securing guidelines for road transport
Even if the professional driver has general knowledge
about loading and load securing still there are organisations distributing specific load requiring special securing.
Some organisations solve this problem by internal load
securing guidelines. They offer basic aid for drivers and
loading staff. These organisations lay stress on work safety. Mainly they define priorities: „superior product
requires superior carriage and the customer needs our
product damage free and in time“. The sender should
also specify load securing aids the carrier should have and
the aids there are available for the carrier at the loading
site. He should choose the right vehicle, correctly perform
the loading and offer specific load securing aids. Usually
the responsibility of the driver is to distribute the load in
regard to axle loads and secure it with the close cooperation of the sender.

The driver must be aware of the load carried e.g. in
case the load settles he checks the tension in lashings
and retighten them during carriage.
In table 1 there are companies in Slovakia with Load
Securing Guidelines for Road and Sea carriage. The
Department of Road and Urban Transport, University
of Zilina worked up the guidelines for their load based
on calculations and tests in years 2007 -2011.

In table 2 there are load securing situations of dangerous palletized goods in five cargo transport units for road
and sea transport according to the load securing guidelines of one chemical company in Slovakia distributing
these goods on trailers in Europe and in containers world
wide. The stowage and the type of cargo transport unit
have significant influence on load securing inside the unit.
Also the type of packaging plays important role to fit well
into the cargo transport unit. [19]
Load securing controls

Even if the directive 93/59/EC and the system of
the education of professional drivers bring a general
knowledge of loading and load securing there is still
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Static inclination tests
performed

YES

NO

NO

Steel
• profiles packed in bundles
›› square profile
2
›› rectangular profile
›› circular profile

YES

YES

YES

NO

Paper
• sheets
›› A4, A3 office paper
3
›› offset paper
• reels

YES

NO

NO

NO

Aluminium
• extrusion billets
›› long extrusion billets
›› short extrusion billets
4
• ingots
Chemical cargo
• dangerous goods packed in big-bags

YES

YES

YES

YES

Chemical cargo – dangerous goods
• bags on a pallet stabilized by a foil
5
• big-bags
• Steel drums
• Intermediate Bulk Container

YES

YES

YES

YES

Copper
• wire
• anodes in bundles
6 Chemical
cargo – dangerous goods
• bags on a pallet stabilized by a foil
• big-bags

YES

YES

YES

NO

Type of load distributed

Fig. 1. Load securing of palletised load in semi-trailer with
sideboards (cf. Table 2)
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Dynamic driving tests
performed

Measurement of coefficients
of static friction performed

Steel
• sheets
›› bundles
1
›› coils
›› coil-strips
• pipes

Company

Calculation of load securing
arrangements performed

Table 1. Load securing guidelines prepared in Slovakia – 2007 - 2011

NO

Table 2. Loading and securing of palletized cargo loaded in two
layers – upper layer incomplete in different cargo transport
units in one company according to the Load securing
guidelines

Cargo transport
unit

Number of
pallets
Weight
of the load

Transport
mode

Load securing aids

Semi-trailer with
sideboards
(cf. Figure 1)

46 pallets
22 tones

Road
transport

2x europallet
11x web-lashing
with tensioner
2x long corner
protectors

Semi-trailer open
or curtainsider
(cf. Figure 2)

46 pallets
22 tones

Road
transport

2x europallet
18x web-lashing
with tensioner

Curtainsider
certified according
to EN 12642 Code
XL
(cf. Figure 3)

46 pallets
22 tones

Road
transport

2x europallet
6x web-lashing with
tensioner

Fig. 2. Load securing of palletised load in open semi-trailer or
curtainsider (cf. Table 2)

Fig. 3. Load securing of palletised load in curtainsider certified
according to the standard EN 12642 Code XL (cf. Table 2)
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How many lashing aids do we need, is often a big issue when it comes to cargo securing. There are met various demands for cargo securing in European countries.
The demand for the number of lashings is really confusing
for international road haulers. The lorry driver travelling
through different countries of Europe is often afraid of
how many lashing straps or other equipment the controlling authorities and consignors at loading sites will want
to see and if the straps are proper to use and fulfil the demands of standards or guidelines.

Fig. 4. Results from survey among 55 transport and distribution
companies in Slovakia in 2005

Fig. 5. Variation of tension forces during ratchet tensioning for topover lashing with tensioner placed on side of the load

a lack of base how to design and perform the load securing and how to check it by controlling authorities.
Germany and Sweden have well trained inspectors to
perform load securing checks. The problem is that
“sufficient load securing” is different in Sweden and
Germany and according to the EN 12195-1:2011. The
level of load securing is different. The Czech Republic started to perform controls according to the EN
12195-1:2011 since 1st of July 2011.

Sec. 8.14 of European Best Practice Guidelines also
specifies that:
“It is recommended that road side checks are carried out
using the same standards which are used for training for drivers and other staff. Road side checks should be carried out
by specifically trained staff. All members of enforcement bodies concerned with traffic supervision should receive at least
training about the basic issues of cargo securing, as mentioned
above. Staff members carrying out dedicated supervision
measures for heavy goods vehicles should be trained as experts also in all the other fields mentioned above.”[3]
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Top-over lashing, as the most frequent lashing
method
Top-over lashing is used everywhere when it comes
to cargo securing by lashing. If the driver secures general
load by lashing he uses top-over lashing in about 90 % of
all cases. The results from survey among 55 transport and
distribution companies in Slovakia in 2005 are showed in
the figure 4.
But what the effectiveness of top-over lashing is each
driver must take into consideration. The driver should
know what the friction and acceleration are and he also
should know that usually the force on the opposite side
without a tensioner is lower when compared to the tensioner side [6] , [8], [10].
Variation of tension forces during real tensioning of
the usually used web-lashing by a ratchet tensioner is
shown in the figure 5.
F1…force on tensioner side, F2…force on opposite
side without tensioner, SHF – standard hand force of 50
daN applied on hand of the ratchet [8], [16]
It is clearly seen the force increase during tensioning. The numbered force peaks present the tightening
through the teeth of the ratchet spindle. It is also seen
that the force on the tensioner side (F1) is higher than
the force on the opposite side (F2). This force difference depends on corner friction. If the corner friction
is low the forces are almost equal. In some cases when
the opposite line do not slip back during the tensioning
the F2 > F1.
Main views on load securing in EU
Friction and forces in top-over lashing are the main
points influencing top-over lashing and these points create controversy between the standard EN 12195-1 Load
restraint assemblies on road vehicles – Safety - Part
1: Calculation of lashing forces and IMO/ILO/UN
ECE Guidelines for packing of cargo transport units
(CTU’s) which are the two main basis for load securing
design in Europe. The discussion was opened during the
work on European Best practice guidelines on cargo
securing for road transport and led after some years to
the revision of European standard EN 12195-1 which has
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Table 3. Basic parameters to design cargo securing arrangements
Parameter

CTU Guidelines
IMO Model course 3.18

Road transport – forwards - cx
Road transport
tilting sideways - cy

1g

0.8 g

0.8 g

0.5 g

0.7 g

0.6 g

Standard EN 12195-1:2004

Standard
EN 12195-1:2011

Acceleration coefficients

friction parameter– m
m × fm
k-factor

Friction for frictional lashing method
static - mS
dynamic - mD
Friction for direct lashing methods
fm = 0.7
fm = 0.7
k – factor for frictional lashing with 1 tensioner only
2
1.5
Safety factor for frictional lashing - fS

0.925 × mS
fm = 0.75
2

1.1
1.25 only road transport
forwards
Static inclination tests and dynamic driving tests as an equal measure for cargo securing arrangements as theoretical
calculations based on load and transport types
YES–stat. ; NO–dyn.
NO
YES
Frictional lashing against sideways tilting
FT…tension force in the lashing line, STF = standard tension force based on measurement procedure, LC…lashing capacity
MAXIMUM FROM
Equations calculate with
cy = 0.5
cy = 0.7
cy = 0.5 ; FT = STF
following parameters
FT = STF
FT = STF
OR
cy = 0.6 ; FT = ½ LC
Frictional lashing against sideways tilting for rows of identical units
NO the same equation as for
Equations
YES - tables
YES
one unit
Equations for loop lashings and spring lashing
NO – the same equation as for
Equations
YES - tables
YES
slope and diagonal lashings
Defined measurement procedures to obtain static and dynamic friction coefficients
YES – static
YES - static
YES
NO - dynamic
Friction value for sawn wood – fabric base laminate/plywood
m
mS = 0.5 ; mD = 0.35
mS = 0.5 ; mD = 0.35
m = 0.45
fS

0

been successfully revised. The standard is, as national
standards, implemented in EU but not obligatory in all
the member states. In several states the standard is only
on a voluntary base (in Czech republic obligatory since
1st of January 2011, in Germany since is valid). The discussions of experts showed that the standard stipulates
very high and costly demand on cargo securing when it
comes to top-over lashing. Therefore it has been called
for the revision.
The main points of discussions were about friction (static or dynamic), acceleration sideways and
k-factor. K-factor was always the biggest problem during the discussions. The standard defines it as the “coefficient which allows for the loss of tension force due
to friction between lashing and load”. (Standard EN
12195-1:2004) [8]
Because of the friction on the corners the force on
the opposite side is usually lower then the force on the
tensioner side. This is presented in the calculation by
k-factor with value 1,5 for top-over lashing with a tensioner on one side of the lashing only. The value 1,5
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means that on the side without a tensioner there is only
half of the force of the tensioner side. Of course, this
value is very conservative and measurements showed
that also the values more than 2 are possible to measure. The value of k-factor mainly depends on the corner
friction. [10]
The issue is clear. The use of k-factor lower than 2
influences the number of lashings. The situation in EN
12195-1:2004 led also to infinite number of lashings for
top-over lashing of unstable loads against tipping. [17]
The following table gives basic design parameters according to the CTU Guidelines, the standard EN 121951:2004 and the new standard EN 12195-1:2011.
Monitoring of shipments
To monitor the accelerations during carriage various
monitoring devices are available where accelerations in
three axis and rotations are recorded together with GPS
position, speed and climatic conditions. This equipment
can also be used during dynamic driving tests of load securing (cf. Fig. 6).
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ABSTRACT

The topic of the article is to present performance of interlocking table. It has to bring nearer this problem. There are many different solutions in making of project tables. In the future it should be done
more clearly to make work time shorter and project cheaper. In first part of the article there is model
illustrative structure of interlocking table creation along with definitions. The second part of the article
shows more detailed information about train route, which is closely connected to the topic of this publication. In the next part there is suggestion of model for route realization along with elements which
participate in this global system. At the end of the article there is scheme of fictitious railway station as
well as variations described with the benefit of contradictious and locking tables
KEYWORDS: interlocking table, rail safety

1. Introduction
The aim of the article is to present performance of interlocking table. It has to bring closer this problem. There
are many different solutions in making this king of project
tables. In the future it should be done more clearly to make
work time shorter and project cheaper. In first part of the
article there is exemplary illustrative structure of interlocking table creation along with definitions. The second part
of the article shows more detailed information about train
route, which is closely related to the topic of this publication. In the next part there is suggestion of model for route
realization along with elements which participate in this
global system. At the end of this article there is scheme
of fictitious railway station as well as variations described
with the benefit of contradictious and locking tables.
The interlocking tables are designed for controls clear
performance, which is included on train and manoeuvre
routes. They are created on basics of railway station’s schematic plan and they are part of project’s documentation.
Tables are designed, especially in situations, when dispatchers need to decide by themselves about letting train go
e.g. on replace signal.
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The interlocking table consists of upper part, with
heading of table and lower part, with closing table. The
heading of interlocking table states type and quantity of
internal, adjustable and block controls. On the other hand,
closing table indicates point locks and mutual interactions
between controls [1].
The structure of interlocking table indicates Figure 1.

2. Train routes
The basic point, from which should be started creation
of interlocking table is construction of project documentations. It should be consistent with standards (norms)
and railway instructions. Among many others, here can
be included for example documentation of internal devices (systems), which is part of larger ventures such as line
block, level crossing or even interlocking systems. The key
part, which is the foundation of whole interlocking table is
of course schematic plan of control devices.
The schematic plan – is created on the basic of layout
plan of railway track system. There is presented layout of
railway tracks and crossings in contaminated scale (longitudinal 1:2000, transversal 1:500) and there are marked
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Fig. 1. The structure of creation interlocking table

railway control devices and routes of trains. It is allowed to
apply different scale [1].
The next stage is creation of interlocking table for each
specific station, however it is important to remember about limitations, which are results of the following:
• the depreciated speed, when train rides on hardened
point in position minus or of a set of facing point
• distances between signals and other controls, which
are shorter than usually
• lengthened safety road behind the semaphore
These as well as other cases, must be analyzed and interpreted from safety point of view. Besides, depending on
needs, designers can decide about sense of railway routes
existence.
According to Figure 1, interlocking tables consist of
two main parts:
• contradictions table (with contradictions routes)
• closing table of railway interlocking devices.
The Contradictions table contains: rows and columns,
which describe all possible routes that are implemented as
well as variations between them. As variations, can be understood cases, when routes exclude one another through:
Various positions of controls in train routes
• overlap in some parts of train route
• converge of safety road along with train road, except
route without stopping.
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As a railway route can be understood – states set in order, in which should be found elements of controls, which
are used to control railway traffic. They adjust, protect,
and control define train route [2].
There are two types of railway routes, which needs to
be taken into consideration in interlocking table:
• train route – this is route, which describes train’s road [1]
• manouvre route – this route is set up for manoeuvring
vehicles [1]
Main rules of train routes are as following:
• train route has to be restrainted and after this process
there is no possibility to change state of elements, besides
changing outgoing signaling device from green to red
• restraint of route can be half-open:
automatically – after driving through the last point,
which is on the way of train
by personnel:
›› immediately, regardless of route occupancy, with registration of this action;
›› with time delay (90-120 seconds), however process
of slowing down must be stopped automatically,
when rolling stock takes over the route of train
• restraint track can be divided on sections restraints simultaneously with whole route, but still slowing down
must be performed individually according to first point
• in some systems used to control railway traffic, closure
of route can be initial phase in process of restraint.
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• tracks without stopping should be held:
›› on main running routes
›› on additional running routes, if system of controls
is adjusted to it
›› on routes equipped with controls, which have control system measuring track occupancy.
Main rules of railway traffic, connected with manoeuvring routs are following [1]:
• manoeuvring routes, not necessarily must have safety
way and side guard
• manoeuvring routes can be divided into:
›› organized – depending on type of controls, can be
closed or restrained. Routes like these should have
permissive signal dependency, which would allow
to restrain or close specific elements of train routes,
›› unorganized – restrain or closure of railroad points
as well as exclusion of conflicting routes with other
manoeuvres are not required
• in manoeuvring routes can apply układową control
niezajętości drogi jazdy and period of rozjazdu;
• releasing routes can be performed:
›› automatically after fulfilling conditions the same as
for train routes
›› by railway personnel:
›› with registration of this actions for restrained
routes
›› without registration for closed routes
• it is recommended to use closed manoeuvring routes,
released automatically.
Above rules are key with correct indication of variations:
•
conflicting routes as a result of various controls
position (points and derailers)
•
the same routes
•
routes specially excluded.
When it comes to closures, designers use also the following remaining rules, which relates for instance to: derailing routes and specific descriptions:
• primary position (in plus) for point and derailer
• reversed position of point and derailer
• adequately wrote out isolated sections and controlled
points
›› on train’s road
›› on safety way or crossover
›› on safety side
• routes depending on route
• linear blocks – for all exits from railway station
In manoeuvring routes, not necessarily have to be controls (systems) described in points from c to e.
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3. Example of route
implementation model
Following rules from previous chapter, the model,
which describes train’s routes and manoeuvring routes
(from variation point of view) can be created. Additionally
correct implementation of both routes (set up and restraint) can be performed as well as switching on permissive
signal on semaphore can be done.
To begin with, all controllers, which have influence on
correct performance of route realization have to be specified. For train routes there are controls as following:
• Z – points and derail:
›› ZP - in train road
›› ZO - in safety road.
The most important are following attributes: position
plus, position minus, out of control, stopping etc.
• S- signals in train road and side safe for routes:
›› SP - train semaphores
›› SM - manoeuvre semaphores.
The most important are following attributes: signal on
the semaphore, burned of the red light, out of control etc.
• W- derails:
›› WP - In train road
›› WO - In safety road.
The most important are following attributes: position
plus, position minus, out of control, stopping etc.
• I- isolated sections:
›› IT - track section
›› IZ - point section.
The most important are following attributes: occupied,
out of control, stopping etc.
• B- line blocks:
›› BS - automatic line blocks
›› BP - semi-automatic line blocks
›› BZ - telephone announcing.
The most important are following attributes: automatic route through the station, states of block which are
inform about the first block signal and occupy sections,
way of block etc.
• P- level crossings:
Crucial are displays of signals on road signalling devices, lowering crossing gates and restraint in closed position. Depending on to which category those crossings can
be allocated, restraint as well as closure can be realized automatically or manually by the gateman or by dispatcher.
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Fig. 2. Example station.

Fig. 3. Interlocking devices which influence for right route realization

Settings allowing signal on semaphore for specific route is a variation function of control’s states and it can be
sign as following:
(1)
where: each group of device/controls fulfill (due to their state/location) conditions for routes, and gives logic value equal 1. The simple example is shown on Fig. 2.

To sum up, Figure 3 describes features, on which depends if semaphore signal allowing to start train’s passage
is going to be turned on.
The main problem of creating interlocking table is that
engineering must working without right software tools and
making manual a lot of tasks. The best idea for this problem
is to automate the process of creating interlocking tables what
lets them to minimize faults and give possibility to use it in
next stages for control systems and interlocking systems.
There could be output elements which will be read from specific railway station schematic plan and will be performanced
as statistic block elements. These elements will be distinguished by names. Then there will be come into being routes
which compose of blocks. These statistic elements (blocks)
could be as input elements for make interlocking tables on
paper of course and it will be changed manual by engineers
if they need. Except this, blocks will be used for next stages
for control systems and interlocking systems. The most difficult is to make software tools which in perfect situation read
statistic elements from schematic plan which will be made
for example by AutoCad. Figure 4 describes the process of
illustrative automation interlocking table. Future articles will
have got information about levels of automation creation of
interlocking tables, start from choosing software tools and
methods of reading schematic plan, to use these information
to testing and working on by designers and railwayman.

4. Example of scheme with
interlocking tables
On above figure example of simplified scheme of small
railway station is presented. It can be noticed that under

If logic 1 can be admitted as output consistent for route
realization while logical 0 is the opposite for realization
the route from semaphore A to C then it can be described
as following equation:
(2)
where logical variations for each points have value equal
1, if are in consistent position in realization of this
specific route:
• Z1 and Z2 in position minus, Z3 in position plus – all
in train road and Z4 in position plus on safe side
Of course, over each point there have to be control,
this is essential, as this is object that can be controlled.
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Fig. 4. Creating tables with using automation
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Fig. 5. Example of simplified scheme of fictitious railway station

Table 1 . Contradiction’s table connected only to train’s routes.
Routes

A1

A22

A32

A1

-

+

+

A22

+

-

+

A32

+

+

-

B1

B12

+
+

+

+

B1

B12

C1

D1

E12

F1

+
+

+

+

F12

G1

G22

H 12

H 22

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
-

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

C1

+
+

+

+
+

K1

L1

L23

+
+
+
+
+

+

+

-

D1

-

+

+

+

E12

+

-

+

+

F1

+

F12

+

+

+

G1

+

+

+

G22

+

+

+

H 12

+

+

+

H 22

+

+

+

+

K1
L1

L23

22

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

+
+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

-
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Table 2 . Table of closing devices

Closing devices
Routes

1

2ab

2cd

3/4

5

A1

+o

+

+

+

A22

+o

+

+

-

A32

+o

+

-

B1

+

+o

B12

-

-

Isolated sections
8

Points

Tracks

+o

Jz2, Jz3

Jt1, JtA

+o

Jz2, Jz3, Jz4

Jt2, JtA

Jz2, Jz5

Jt3, JtA

Jz1, Jz4

Jt2, JtB

Jz1, Jz2, Jz3

Jt1, JtB

-

Wk1

+o

+
+

+

+o

C1

JtK

D1

+

Jz8

JtL

E12

-

Jz8

JtL

Jz1, Jz4

JtB

F1

+

+o

F12

+o

+

+

-

+o

Jz2, Jz3, Jz4

JtA

G1

+o

+

+

+

+o

Jz2, Jz3

JtA

G22

-

-

+

+

+o

Jz1, Jz2, Jz3

JtB

H 12

+o

+

-

-

+o

Jz2, Jz5

JtA

H 22

-

-

-

-

+o

Jz1, Jz2, Jz5

JtB

+

K1

JtK, Jt2

L1

+

Jz8

JtL, Jt1

L23

-

Jz8

JtL, Jt3

outgoing signals apart of signal L, from which there is not
possible to set route on track number 2, there is possibility to
enter each track. This limitation does not disturb in setting
routes through station from L on track number 2 and entry
on this particular track. Apart of existing, for each route, locations of devices along tracks it is important to pay attention
on existing side safety derailer Wk1. It is happening when
routes are realized by the point in position minus. Key elements, especially for routes are crossings that are on station.
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This is exemplary railway crossing category A, which depends on routes on the station. All roads under signals A, B,
F, G and H can be performed (it means that on signalizations
there will be allowing signal) only when crossing is in closed
position – so toll gates are lowered and restrainted on their
positions. For crossings category B or C, information about
activation could be enough, that would start up automatic
closure of crossing system. It is obvious that on crossing’s setting on station it is essential to correctly direct linear blocks
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Structure of interlocking table

– block signals. Manoeuvre routes are realized under all entrance signals as well as on Tm1, Tm2, Tm3, Tm10, Tm11. On
next pages in interlocking table there is not presented route,
which on the other hand could be realized when it comes to
system/device’s capabilities. This is z road from signal F on
track number 2 through point i. This type of road is very
common and is called road on trapezium. Exactly the same
situation can be applied to opposite route, excluded from
specific z under signal B on track 2.

5. Conclusion
The purpose of the article is close-up of problems,
which can be encountered by contemporary designers of
railway controllers systems. Creation of the interlocking
table is not easy thing to do. In example from chapter 4
can be noticed simple scheme of acting, however it is important to remember that this applies only to small railway stations. Problems start on more complicated nodal
stations or ones which are equipped with manoeuvring
regions. Everything should begin with starting position
on segments, transportation needs and conclusions of railwayman, who are end users of whole system. Very important members of this process are not mentioned before, dispatchers, as they know the reality, which occurs
on specific railway stations. Conclusions and proposals
from this group of railwayman enable to choose the best
possible suggestions made by designers. Thanks to this,
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during process of project implementation there is need
to apply some changes, which influence on the structure
of interlocking table or schematic plans. That is why, the
process and rules of creation interlocking tables, as well as
interpretation of movement situation, should be standardized. That would influence designer’s decisions, which
could become more certain. Such conditions, should be
used especially along with modernization of existing lines
and creation of new railway lines, because creation of unified system reduces costs and time of projects realization.
Along with creation of possible unified project rules the
input of railwayman should be exploit to maximum.
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ABSTRACT

Transport safety can be defined in a number of ways, including the official World Health Organisation
(WHO) safety definition ‘freedom from unacceptable risk of harm’. Road safety is, however, usually
defined in a negative way. Safe road traffic is characterised by the absence of crashes, injuries and
fatalities. Crashes are used here instead of accidents because the word accident leads thoughts in the
direction of an event that is hard to do something about ¾ “it happened by accident”.
For society and for the individual, the loss of health is the most serious effect of crashes. It leads both
to serious personal suffering and to huge societal losses in monetary terms. Therefore, it is essential to
state at this early stage that loss of health is the main road safety criterion. Convalescence and health
restoration have economic consequences as have vehicle damage and loss of vehicles and goods.
KEYWORDS: Transport safety, Accident rate, Development of road transport

1. Introduction
Road safety may be influenced along many separate
dimensions and various models have been used in road
safety management:
• There are three main variables that decide the road safety level in terms of health consequences: exposure in
traffic, risk of a crash given the exposure, consequence
of the crash.
• The health consequences of road crashes may be influenced by actions taken before the crash (active safety),
during the crash (passive safety), and post-crash (rescue, treatment, rehabilitation).
• Most of the crashes are triggered by human errors,
sometimes intentional but normally unintentional.
There are three basic ways to reduce the human errors: selection of road users (for example, licensing),
improving road users (for example, information,
education, training, and enforcement), adaptation
of road and vehicle engineering solutions to human

© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2011

characteristics and limitations (make it easier to drive, to bicycle, to walk in traffic).[3]
As is apparent form the traffic accidents, more than
95% of accidents is caused by human error, neglecting driver’s responsibilities, incorrect assessment of situation and
his/her abilities etc. The characteristics of the vehicle movement are a subject of traffic flow theory, which separates
the movement of a single vehicle and group of vehicles.
The above indicates that operational measures, mainly in
the field of organization, regulation and traffic control, are an
inseparable part of the traffic/transport system and is a condition to effective utilization of transport vehicles, transport
routes and provision of steady, safe and efficient traffic.

2. Definition of ITS
ITS is generally road based , vehicle based, vehicle to road based , vehicle to vehicle based or vehicle-to-vehicle-to-infrastructure based technologies supporting
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the driver and/or the management of traffic in transport
system. On the vehicle side of ITS often two major subdivisions can be found: in-vehicle information and communication systems (IVIS) and advanced driver assistance
systems (ADAS). IVIS and ADAS can be then subdivided
into active and passive safety systems. [5, 6]
2.1 Types of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) [7]
ITS can be categorized in many ways. Some of them
are discussed below.

The first one categorization is on technical aspects:

• vehicle systems without interaction with data sources
outside the vehicle;
• roadside systems without interaction with data of individual vehicles;
• systems that allow for interaction between individual
vehicles and other data sources, such as between vehicles or between vehicle and roadside.
The last category of the first categorization seems to
be the most ‘intelligent’ because these applications make
it possible to communicate up-to-the-minute situations to
an individual driver. This can be information about, for
example, weather conditions, temporary speed limits, the
exact location of the vehicle, or hazardous situations further along the road.
The second categorization could be on primary purpose:
• management of traffic flows;
• driving comfort;
• safety, subdivided into:
›› systems that prevent unsafe traffic participation;
›› systems that prevent unsafe actions while participating in traffic;
›› systems that reduce injury severity.
This classification needs taking into account that besides its primary purpose (e.g. driving comfort); an application can have positive or negative effects in other areas
(e.g. traffic flow or road safety). In addition, it is sometimes possible that a particular safety ITS does not have the
desired effect because the driver, deliberately or unconsciously, adapts his/her behaviour (behaviour adaptation).

3. ITS primarily focused on
safety
Prevention of unsafe traffic participation
An already well-known example of systems that prevent unsafe traffic participation is the alcolock. Before drivers can start their car, they first have to take a breath test
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when an alcolock has been installed. If the BAC is too high
(often 0.2 g/l), the car will not start. This system is already
being used in various countries, especially for drivers who
have been caught while driving under the influence.
The seatbelt lock is based on the same principle: if the
seatbelt is not fastened, the car will not start. Many cars
already have a warning system that operates via a small
light, an audible signal or a talking computer. The risk of
being killed or severely injured is much greater without a
seatbelt than when wearing one. Currently, about 95% of
drivers and front seat passengers and more than 80% of
back seat passengers use their seatbelts.
A step further than the above applications is the smart
card, which is a sort of individual starting permit. All sorts
of data about the driver’s fitness to drive can be stored on
a smart card, such as information about the validity of the
driving licence (vehicle type, licence suspension) and any
restrictions for using the vehicle, for example in case of a
graduated driving licence.

Systems that prevent unsafe situations or actions
while driving

Examples of systems that prevent unsafe situations or
actions during traffic participation are systems that offer
support for vehicle control, record and/or prevent deliberate and unintentional offences, offer support in observing, interpreting and predicting traffic situations, and
react to a (temporarily) reduced fitness to drive.
• Vehicle control
›› Electronic stability Control
›› Lane Departure Warning System
›› Lane Keeping System
• Prevention of offences
›› Intelligent Speed Adaptation
›› Electronic Vehicle Identification
›› Electronic Data Recorder (black box)
• iii. Support for observing, interpreting situations
›› Collision Avoidance System
›› Vehicle detection at intersections
›› Night time vision system
Accident Reports clearly show that especially the human
factor, particularly the driver and his behaviour are a major
cause of accidents. One is a central component of “human-vehicle-communication-environment”, which manages
and regulates its activity, but also the least reliable article.
The constant development of technology and complexity of
traffic growth situation places the individual into a position
where the intensity is increased to its psyche. Driving is a
complex task involving many aspects such as sensorimotor
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coordination, reaction time, reasoning, attention, emotion,
motivation and becoming skills with learning [2,3].
It is necessary to describe the three most important
characteristics of human being, that influence driving, and
to this belong attention, decision making and behaviour.

4. Telematics Applications in
Road Transport
Well-working control systems affecting transport in
residential areas or rural zones improve the steadiness of
traffic flows and reduce the numbers of accidents, congestions, psychic load of drivers and improve the comfort
and quality of transportation. Three-layer hierarchy is
suggested for applications in road transport. The first layer
in the hierarchy of town systems is defined by individual
transport nodes (traffic light systems on crossroads, parking systems, tunnel management systems etc.). The second layer is management at the area level. The third layer
is constituted by head offices which are the highest stage in
the hierarchy and contains several areas.
Traffic management systems combine the new and existing traffic managements as well as control systems for the
optimization of traffic flow on motorways and urban and suburban expressways. Primary feature is the integration of traffic
control subsystems (e.g. signalization, motorway and transit
control systems) and the provision of dynamic checking in real
time in a way that reflects the changing traffic conditions. In
the urban areas this represents so-called “intelligent communication” to be used by the “intelligent vehicle” [1].
An important function is the provision of wide range of
information to drivers and passengers in the vehicles which
allows for a more effective utilization of road network. Information on direction, routes and driver services are fed directly into the vehicle. Information on transport congestions as
well as information regarding dynamic navigation en-route
is dependent on the communication link between the vehicle
and main office. This information can be transmitted anytime as a continuous traffic monitoring. The knowledge of
intensity provides realistic and immediate picture of traffic situation. It delivers accurate and current information to other
participants of the transport process about traffic intensity at
individual sections, announcements on accidents, dynamic
route information that can be supplemented with other type
of information, e.g. parking options, recommendations to
detours, hotels etc. The question is how much information is
a driver able to evaluate in order to react optimally. The goal
of mobile systems for dynamic direction finding is:
• To navigate drivers and to recommend a place for joining a lane according to current traffic intensities and
average speed of traffic flow;
• To reduce the length of queues;
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• To eliminate aggressive behaviour of drivers;
• To reduce negative externalities through optimal en-route navigation.

5. Why Support ITS
Effective transport of passengers and freight is becoming a serious problem of the whole society and it is required that state administration takes steps towards this
issue. Ignoring these issues induces higher public expenditures for solving the consequences.
The new millennium is marked by globalization of
economy and transport is undoubtedly an important part
of this development. The main contribution of the implementation of ITS systems and services from the social point of view is the increase of transport safety.
The public sector should financially support such telematics applications which will increase the comfort for the
user of transport services, improve the traffic management
and reduce the accident rate. Furthermore, the public sector should support the development of technologies for
timely saving of lives and the reduction of consequences
of serious injuries caused by accidents via technology that
diminishes the negative externalities and adds to the increase of quality of public mass transport of passengers.
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ABSTRACT

Flight safety is not a goal itself, neither it is the aim of aviation. Flight safety is the state in which all
intended goals are realized All potential threats which can influence the processes of goals achievement are controlled simultaneously. The significance of “human factor” in the aviation safety has
been known for years. It was the subject of research done by many research institutions, but only at
the end of the twentieth century it received its importance. We can state that the “human factor” was
institutionalized. The influence of human factors on likelihood of aviation accident was indicated by
taking into consideration analysis result of aviation accidents both in military and civilian aviation in
Poland. The statistics of US civilian aviation were taken into consideration for comparison. Possible
prevention steps aimed at improving the level of flight safety for the areas related to the human factor
were indicated.
KEYWORDS: human factor, aviation

1. The concept of safety in
aviation
Aviation is a special kind of human activity, through which
the dream of entering the sky comes true. With time, the
dream of gliding pleasure changed into desire to use the plane
to realize more practical, commercial tasks. It soon turned out
to be accompanied by several hazards. They escalate when the
safety rules which are in force in aviation are abused, regardless of the pilot, his or her experience, the kind of aircraft the
flight operation is carried out on. The conception of safety in
aviation can have different connotations, i.e. no accidents, no
menace to realization of flight operation, avoidance of errors.
Regardless of the connotation being taken into consideration,
the participants of flight operations, i.e. pilots, technical and
safety personnel are tasked with controlling all elements being within their competence and influencing the level of safety
during preparations and realization of flight operations. The

© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2011

tools on the disposal of aviation organizations’ managers seem
to allow to specify all variables which can lead to unwelcome
flight situations. 1. Elimination of such situations through activities adequate to anticipated menace (group of menaces) can
lead to reaching full control of unwelcome factors. However,
open and changing dynamically environment of preparation
and realization of flight operations makes the aims impossible
to reach. Each flight accident is a new unwelcome flight situation, regardless of similarities to the ones which happened in
the past. Concluding, unwelcome flight situations occurred,
occur and will occur in aviation, despite the huge efforts put
by aviation organizations to avoid them. Our aim should be to
take actions to minimize frequency of their occurrence and
their effects if they occur.
1 For this article needs, it was assumed, that an unwelcome air situation
is an air accident or air incident defined by art. 134 Ustawy Prawo Lotnicze z dnia 03.07.2002 r. (Dz. U. z 2006 r. Nr 100, poz. 696, z późn. zm.)
oraz § 20 Instrukcji Bezpieczeństwa Lotów Sił Zbrojnych RP, WLOP,
Warszawa 2004,WLOP 346/2004.
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“No human activity, no system built by human gives
guaranty, that it will be entirely free of inner menaces
and operational errors”.
For this reason, safety should be treated as a conception fitting more the theory of likelihood than the theory
of certainty, according to which increasing safety risk is
the consequence of menaces, which are necessary to be accepted, appearing in the environment of preparation and
realization of flight operations. The fundamental safety
factor is still included in correctly functioning system of
aviation organization control. Therefore, as long as unwelcome flight situations occur at an acceptable level, i.e. not
awakening the feeling of danger within the users of flight
equipment, aviation will be seen as safe, regardless of its
kind and application.
“Technical failures and operational errors at an acceptable level will be tolerated by safety system of aviation organizations”
Owing to complexity and openness, we can encounter
different attitudes to defining safety in aviation. J. Lewitowicz 2 defined safety analyzing mutual relations of aviation
system elements C-SP-O (Human-Aircraft-Environment)
as a set of system’s features including an aircraft, ground
means of flight guidance and navigation as well as air traffic management, aircraft crew, ground service and maintenance personnel, preventing arising of failure situations,
protecting people taking part in the flight from possible
damage and assuring rescue in the case of equipment
damage, crew or ground services errors, and also in the
case of unwelcome external influence. Roland and Moriarty stated, that “System safety can be defined as its characteristics allowing to function considering risk factors
characterized by acceptable level of likelihood of situation occurrence.” According to J. F. Federer, system safety
is “creating evaluation of the organization in retrospect
based on identification and risk management.3 Conclusion of the safety definitions above defined is that stated
in the Textbook of Safety Management, where safety was
defined as “a state, in which the likelihood of a person’s injury or possession damage is reduced and kept at or below
the acceptable level through realization of continual danger identification process and management of risk level in
aviation safety” .4
Nowadays safety is seen as a result of main processes management realized in the managing organization, whose aim is to maintain the desired level of safety
2 J. LEWITOWICZ, Podstawy eksploatacji statków powietrznych, cz.
3 – Systemy eksploatacji statków powietrznych, ITWL, Warszawa 2006,
str. 264
3 The SMS project team of the Air Line Pilots Association, International,
Background and Fundamentals of the Safety Management System
(SMS) for Aviation Operations, Second Edition, February 2006, str.10
4 Safety Management Manual (SMM),Doc. 9859 AN/474, Wyd. 2, ICAO
2009, str.2-2.
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resulting from dangers in operational context. The so far
experience of aviation operations and research results of
accidents which occurred in the past show, that human is
the most unreliable element of the managing organization
system. For this reason, that much attention is paid to human factor in the field of aviation safety.

2. Human factor – concept,
significance for flight
safety
according to Polish Ergonomics Society, ergonomics
is an applied science aiming for optimal adjusting of tools,
machines, technology, organization and material work
environment as well as items of common use to requirements and human’s physiological, psychological and social needs. 5 In other words, projects done according to the
rules of ergonomics help keep to the health and workers’
safety standards. Ergonomics is the concept preferred by
European countries, Australia and New Zealand. Americans, however, preferred to name the same concept human factor. At present, both terms are used by Americans
interchangeably. In Europe, the term human factor is used
more liberally and applied to all factors connected with
human which influence the preparation and realization of
all kind of operations (human activity) and includes issues
connected with such fields as ergonomics, psychology,
natural environment etc. Therefore, regarding aviation
operations ergonomics is often treated as a sub-discipline
of the fields connected with the term human factor, excluding the fields connected with projecting.
A similar attitude towards these concepts has appliance in the case of ICAO. In the documents of ICAO
there is a statement, that the term “human factor” is so
broad that it is difficult to define it explicitly. It is defined
in a multi-disciplinary depiction, focuses mainly on interactions between members of aviation organizations –
people and their work environment (and also their lives)
and providing solutions for good fit of human and work
environment. In the multi-disciplinary depiction human
factor is shown as a discipline providing knowledge from
a wide range of subjects such as psychology, physiology,
anthropometrics, biomechanics, biology, chrono-biology,
projecting, statistics etc. Ergonomics is a term used often
instead of the term human factor, however only applying to the relation human-technician /technique. 6 Summing up, human factor refers to a human being in their
work and life environment, their relations with machines,
procedures, influence of the environment on people and
5 http://ergonomia.ioz.pwr.wroc.pl/klasyczna-ergonomia-definicje.php.
6 http://aviationknowledge.wikidot.com/aviation:icao-human-factors.
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relations between members of aviation organizations in
work environment. In aviation the term human factor is
also used referring to search for ways of adapting personnel, medical and biological factors to optimal aviation
structures and operations of air traffic control. 7
Commonly accepted model referring to depicting interactions between human and elements of aviation system
in the organizational and operational context allowing to
understand human factor better is so called SHEL model
(fig. 1). The SHEL model was developed and described for
the first time by Edwards in 1972, and it was supplemented
with another L element by Hawkins in 1975 and it is defined
as SHELL from that time. Human being – operator (L1 ) is
not as a predictable and reliable element as it is a certificated
piece of equipment which occurs in aviation environment,
owing to the fact, that as a private person they possess definite abilities and limits. Therefore, this model refers to interactions between its central element L1 and its remaining
components, i.e. S, H, E and L 28,, but it does not refer to
reactions outside the areas connected directly with the human element, i.e. S-H, S-E and H-E. Occurring in the center
of the model human being (L1) is an element susceptible to
adaptation to surrounding environment, legal-procedural
and training (S), technical (H), broadly understood work
environment (E), aviation organization (L2). Therefore, on
the one hand it is considered to adjust the elements above
to human (project stage), on the other hand, it is considered
to adjust human to the elements of the model (project, put
into practice, utilize). Discrepancy between human and the
other four elements of the model within the confines of the
interaction leads to human error during the preparation or
realization of flight operations.
Human being is seen as the most critical and flexible
component of aviation system considering their ability to
act as an operator (pilot, mechanic, air traffic controller,
etc.). Human is characterized by several groups of factors
influencing safety of preparation and realization of flight
operations, which can include:
physical features – shape, dimensions, strength, weight,
senses, etc.;
physiological needs – requirements connected with food,
liquids, air, etc.;
psychological factors – 
meeting training requirements,
acquiring knowledge, gaining experience, stress and overwork resistance, coping with overloading
information and personal problems,
ability of management, etc.;
7 Human factors digest no 1. Fundamental human factors concepts.
Circular 216-AN/131, ICAO, Montreal, 1989,
str. 2.
8F
 or this articles needs, the elements represented by letter L are divided
into: L1 - human – operator, L2 - aviation organization.
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ability to receive, process and apply information;
environment tolerance – temperature, pressure, humidity, time of day, meteorological
conditions, etc.
Taking these factors into consideration, relationships
between the elements of SHELL model can be described
as follows:
1. Human – Machine (L1-H). This relationship is one
of the most broadly considered problems connected with
a member of aviation personnel work environment. For
example, projecting the pilot’s seat, a constructor should
consider characteristics resulting from body build, projecting the monitor of the instrument panel or instrument
dial in the cabin to fit sensors and characteristics to human’s perception abilities and information processing by
human through application of coding, kind and dimensions of marks, colors and their symbols most appropriate in accordance with ergonomics. As far as the instruments (monitors/screens) are concerned, their placement
on the panel is as important as presenting information.
Exploitation parameters and placement of all the devices
and instruments in the cabin should match the adaptation
characteristics resulting from human nature (build, perception abilities, information processing in the complex
work environment, etc.), and minimize at the same time

Fig. 1. Model SHEL(L). Based on: Safety Management
Manual (SMM) – Doc. 9859 AN/474, Wyd. 2 – 2009,
ICAO, p. 2-13
where: S (software) – law, procedures, training, software, H
(hardware) – technical equipment and accessories,
E (environment) –operational factors of system
functioning , L1 (liveware) –human (operator)
includes internal personal factors (features), L2
(liveware) – factors related with functioning person
in organization.
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risk of operator’s (pilot’s) reading or interpretation error.
Human – operator meeting the criteria defined by aviation law (heath, knowledge, skills, flying experience, etc.)
and taking into consideration experience resulting from
exploitation of the technical device, e.g. plane, should not
be afraid of interaction results between L1-H. Adaptation
abilities resulting from experience, knowledge, skills and
human nature should allow to optimize L1-H system and
neutralize possible defects impossible to predict in the
earlier stages of technical device’s developing (e.g. plane’s).
2. Human – Law, procedures, controlling and managing computer programs, etc. (L1-S). Interaction L1-S
includes relationships between human and assisting systems in the work place i.e. regulations, manuals, documentation defining service or executing activities, special
cases during the flight, standard operational procedures
(SOPs), training and assisting computer programs. These
relationships refer to easiness and explicitness of application of the elements above, which should be characterised by commonness, exactness, legibility of illustration
/ transmission, specialized phraseology, explicitness,
standard symbolism. It means, that information should
be given by the use of specialist terminology, it cannot
be ambiguous, confusing or complicated. Specialist computer programs used in aviation should be written in the
way, which is not a challenge for a person with average
abilities in the areas connected with programming and
using. At the same time, the information should be unambiguous, legible, and meet the requirements defined
by the certification standards for e.g. onboard instruments, aviation maps, etc. The term procedure refers in
this case to the knowledge of operational procedures and
the ability of applying them as well as exactness of procedures realization including the knowledge of dangers’
situations and the ways of counteracting them, obeying
the air traffic regulations and airfield procedures as well
as procedures referring to pre- and post-flight activities.
The term training refers to obeying the exactly defined
procedures and training curriculum, use of modern
training aids (simulators, e-learning) and current regulations, books and manuals. Experienced instructor staff
possessing broad specialist knowledge is still a crucial
element of training. Furthermore, training basis in the
disposal of an aviation organization should allow to prevent arising of circumstances for an operational error
through continual self-training of aviation personnel.
3. Human – Environment (L1-E). This relationship
refers to mutual relationships between human and inside
and outside environment of human activities. The inside
work environment of flying personnel includes such elements as temperature, lighting, noise, vibrations. The outside work environment includes such elements as visibility, weather conditions (clouds, turbulence, aircraft icing,
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wind fault) and height of terrain above sea level. It should
be emphasized, that all elements describing outside and
inside work environment of flying personnel is characterized by high level of changeability and unpredictability
referring to normal body rhythms (time of day, time of
year). Additionally, aviation personnel realize operational
tasks in a defined organizational environment susceptible
to economics changes, which can influence considerably the environmental elements of the organization, i.e.
technical equipment, supporting infrastructure (training,
technical, social, etc.), financial situation of the institution
and its employees, and at the same time elements determining keeping the desired safety level during realization
of the tasks by members of aviation organization.
4. Human – Organization(L1-L2). Interface L1 – L2 is
seen through relationships between members of the organization in work environment, considering especially
interactions operator – manager. These relationships
are seen through work organization prism, considering
relationships between people at different levels and areas of management, and their understanding of safety
problems. Training of aviation personnel (pilots, technical personnel, air traffic controllers etc.), especially
during the initial phase of gaining power is realized in
relation to the individual, and not the crew (the team)
skills. Long-term experience indicate the fact, that lack
of understanding and insufficient skills of the crew were
reason for a range of unwelcome flight situations, despite
the highest level of knowledge and specialist skills presented by its individual members.
The creators of the SHELL model suggested the use of
specific strategies aimed at prevention and elimination of
operational errors committed by the team (crew) i.e. with
reference to flying personnel - CRM, with reference to air
traffic service (ATS) - TRM ATS and with reference to
maintenance personnel – MRM. 9 Implementing effective
training programs for flight crews, teams of operational
services, air traffic and technical services to prepare them
for better co-operation and communication should result
in a considerable reduction in the likelihood of operational error referring to L1 L2.
Summing up, the conclusions drawn from the analysis
of interactions between a human operator and the remaining elements of the SHEL1L2 model indicate that keeping
9 CRM similarly to MRM emphasizes the team approach to reducing
human error by applying certain principles to improve communication,
situational awareness, problem solving, decision making and teamwork.
In contrast to traditional means of coercion and hierarchical security
programs, top-down, it supports the decentralized approach to security.
MRM encourages working groups to intercommunicate in order to avoid
operational risk regardless of rank and positions, enabling at the same
time fast reaction to crises. However, TRM objectives amount to optimal
use of all available resources - people, equipment and information in
order to optimize the safety and effectiveness of air traffic services.
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an acceptable level of safety in the preparation and execution of air operations will be possible if the following conditions are fulfilled:
1. Taking a number of ergonomic factors into consideration by an airplane designer and meeting high standards of health, knowledge and skills by the pilot - operator (L1-H).
2. Each aviation organization should have a flight
training base to allow adequate preparation of its personnel to carry out the tasks and the hardware that we can
define as staff friendly (L1-S).
3. Organization staff should be prepared to respond to
the challenges arising from the specific work environment,
as well as the optimal disposition of the funds considering
the elements which have a major impact on safety (L1 E).
4. Members of the flight crew, air traffic control services and technical security of flights should be adequately
trained to work in the crew - the team (L1-L2).

Fig. 2. Air accidents in the years 1905 - 2010. Source: Own author
calculations based on the Aviation Crah Statistic - http://www.
baaa-acro.com/statistics.html

3. Human factor versus
unwelcome air situations
The factor determining occurrence of an unwelcome
air situation is usually occurrence of several consecutive
errors in the air transport organization management system, deficiencies in the operation of aircraft, air traffic
control and / or crew operator errors. The pilot is the last
link in this chain of cause - effect, and it usually bears the
consequences of mistakes made by others.
History of air accidents is as old as aircraft. The first air
accident took place at the time of Thomas Selfridge and
first lieutenant of USA artillery Orville Wright’s flight on
7 September 1908, on the Fort Myer landing field – California.
According to the statistics of Aicraft Crashes Record
Office in Geneva, 19,908 aircraft accidents killed 129,920
people around the world in the years 1905-2010. 10
The main causes of these situations were classified
into three main groups: human error - 68%, technical
failure, and other (sabotage, collisions with birds, unexplained, etc.) (Fig. 2).
Then Boeing Aircraft Company, adopting more detailed division of main air accident causes, indicates errors done by aircraft crew ( 55% ) as a fundamental reason of 183 air accidents in the years 1996-2005 ( fig. 3 ).
It should be mentioned that maintenance errors (4%), air
traffic services errors (6%) or errors in aviation communications / misunderstanding (8%), can be also counted to
the group of human errors. It means that the main cause
of approximately 73% of the analyzed air transport aircraft
accidents were human factors.
10 This summary does not include general aviation aircraft. In the group
of military aircraft only the transport planes were taken into account.
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Fig. 3. Air transport aircraft accidents in the years 1996 -2005.
Source: Post-conference materials from the 27th International
Congress of the Aeronautical Sciences, ICAS 2010. N. Ehsan,
Mr Rafique, Causa Probable factors in UAV accidents based on
human factor analysis and Classification System. p. 1

The results of the analysis of aviation accidents occurred in the Polish Armed Forces in the years 1946 - 2003
show that 71% of them were caused by errors committed
by people (flight crew, technical staff, air traffic services),
16% by technical failure, and the remaining 13% by other
causes, such as weather conditions (Fig. 4).
In the case of the U.S. general aviation in the years 2000
– 2009 indicators of the main causes of accidents differed a
little from those shown on the figures above. 75%. of 2799
serious accidents were caused by human error (Fig. 5).
The results of the analysis of aviation accidents regardless of the type of aviation, aircraft type or nationality
of the aircraft, regardless of the time interval in which
the analysis of the phenomenon was carried out, clearly show that human, described from the perspective of
the human factor is the cause of about 70% of all air accidents. In the context of this analysis, methodology of
accident investigation, drawing appropriate conclusions,
and consistently carrying out preventive activities aimed
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Fig. 4. Causes of serious accidents plane crashes in the Polish Armed
Forces in the years 1946-2003. Source: Own calculations
based on the author: edited by J. Zielinski, “Pamięci lotników
wojskowych 1945-2003”, Bellona Publishing House, Warsaw
2003, p. 177-462.

Fig. 5. Causes of accidents in the U.S. general aviation in the years
2000 - 2009. Source: Own calculations based on the author:
Nall Report AOPA Air Safety Foundation for the years 2001 2010.

at preventing the occurrence of unwelcome air situations
are of particular importance. In above-mentioned context E. Klich’s statement that “Hitherto existing methods
and manners of forming awareness of threats limited to
one-time ventures being organized after an air accident
seem insufficient” seems to be correct. The methods used
on a short-term basis and limited range, irregularly are
forgotten in a short time. Repeated from time to time
accidents, caused by the same errors confirm that the
effectiveness of steps taken so far is insufficient. 11 Presented statistics indicate, that above statement refers
mainly to aviation personnel. Too often, preventive measures defined by the Air Accident Investigation Unit with
reference to a crew member, an aircraft mechanic or an
air traffic controller were limited to the perpetrators of
unwelcome air situation and had the limited nature of
activities conducted in the period immediately after the
11 E.KLICH, Bezpieczeństwo lotów – wybrane zagadnienia, AON,
Warszawa 1999, p.50.
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occurrence of the situation. Scientific - research facilities
that are currently available to organizations involved in
the study of unwelcome air situations enables to conduct
a broad analysis of the main causes of errors made by
flight crew. The results of these studies should help define the risk areas and develop an appropriate methodology of actions to neutralize them. These actions should
be systemic in nature and include the group (groups) of
aviation personnel selected through the prism of characteristics of the offender (offenders) of unwelcome air
situations.
“If we know the risks, we should seek ways of avoiding them, even if not all situations will be possible to
eliminate.”
Past experience and conclusions from the reports of
air accidents indicate that the guilty part of any unwelcome air situation can be characterized by defined factors
affecting committing the error.
These factors are:
• the pilot’s age - determining the age range in which
pilots have committed the most errors;
• determining the total flying time and that of the aircraft type, which was used during unwelcome air situation –determining the influance of presented aviation
experience on the probability of pilot’s error in certain
conditions;
• pilot’s level of training seen through the prism of their
qualifications –determining the influence of presented
aviation experience on the probability of pilot’s error
in certain conditions;
• last holidays considering particularly break in flying,
among them breaks related to health problems – determining the influence of breaks on the pilot’s skills;
• recent unwelcome air situation if it took place – determining the impact of this event on the pilot’s psychophysical condition and his skills;
• weather condition, with particular emphasis on hazardous weather phenomena (fog, wind fault, aircraft
icing, etc.) – determining influence of meteorological
conditions on the likelihood of pilot’s error;
• the lie of the land where the incident took place (mountains, sea, etc.) – determining the influence of the
lie of the land on likelihood of the specific type of air
incident;
• the type of airplane on which flight was executed – determining the influence of ergonomic factor and aircraft piloting characteristics on probability of committing an error by a pilot with definite aerial experience;
• the type of task carried out by a pilot – determining
the influence of the degree of task difficulty, during
which the unwelcome air situation took place, on likelihood of committing an error by a pilot with definite
aerial experience;
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• aviation phraseology and „density in the air” – determining the influence of the air speak on the probability of committing an error by a pilot (personnel
ATS12)) in specific conditions of task realization, etc. 13
Systematically collected database of specific groups of
unwelcome air situations such as loss of airspace orientation during flight in the clouds, can be used to identify
groups of high risk aviation personnel and take appropriate preventive measures in the area of training perfection,
flight simulator training, health care etc.
We can find examples of these type operations in hitherto existing history of aviation. Following the introduction of the new generation of jet aircraft in the sixties,
the number of serious accidents in the Air Force of Great
Britain increased. Taking their causes into account, which
lie in the vast majority on the human factor side, a series of
recommendations to improve safety of air operations was
developed and implemented, including, inter alia, :
• limited range of standardization of aircraft cockpits
and lack of uniformity of deck instrument placement
has caused limitation of flying on many types of aircraft by a pilot under training;
• the instructors and commanders of the aviation teams
were appointed from experienced military pilots holding 400 hours of flight time on jet aircraft;
• the most experienced instructors were directed to supervise the training process in aviation units;
• demands on the flying personnel for knowledge of aircraft designs, operating rules and piloting techniques
of the aircraft type were increased;
• new procedures were introduced and supervision of
the observance of principles of airplane equipment
operation (oxygen plant, jet chair) was tightened;
• obligation to carry out the pilot’s training in the event
of engine shut off in flight was introduced - five training sessions per year were carried out;
• existing flight simulators training programs were improved and new tasks in existing flight simulators training programs were introduced.

4. Conclusion
Conclusions drawn from unwelcome air situations
which have already occurred were the reason for these actions. It was determined, inter alia, that the unwelcome
air situations occurred mainly during approach procedure
and landing, which were caused by double increase in
12 ATS – Air Traffic Service
13 Cdr Bk UMESH KUMAR*, Gp Capt. H. MALIK, Analysis of fatal
human error aircraft accidents in IAF, Aerospace Med 47(1), 2003,
p. 1-7.
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approach speed. It was indicated that most accidents were
caused by pilots at the age of 19-21, and the least at the age
of 26-35. The change of jet velocity parameters caused the
occurrence of unprecedented events on piston engines aircraft, such as high altitude anoxia, faster growing g-force,
the cabin’s fog or frost, changing characteristics of the airplane, particularly in the areas near the speed of sound. 14
The human acting as an aircraft operator, an aircraft mechanic or an air traffic controller remains still the weakest
component of the SP - C - O. The data introduced in the
article clearly indicate the need for conduct of constant
prophylactic activity with the aim to improve flight safety
level, especially with reference to the areas related to so
called human factor. This need is supported not only by
deaths of flight crew or passengers, but also by huge property losses. The use of safer but complex aircraft systems
put higher demands for flight crews, maintenance teams
and air traffic controllers. A human, not technological
development is limitation for aircraft technical characteristics in the age of twenty-first century. We should take advantage off all capabilities, even the most expensive ones,
to increase the flight safety level. Therefore, unwelcome air
situations should be treated as those designating various
stages of development-related areas of flight safety and
prophylactic applications determined by the post-accident committees. Those applications should be treated as
a source of knowledge to build new and enhance existing
strategies to prevent errors committed by aviation personnel. These activities should be conducted at all levels of the
organizations supervising and carrying out aviation tasks.
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ABSTRACT

Authors describe the solutions of safety industrial Ethernet with orientation to safety-related industrial
control systems. Nowadays the numbers of safety solutions of industrial Ethernet are increasing (e. g.
CIP Safety, ProfiSafe, Safety Interbus). Bernecker & Rainer is coming with the new solution - Open
Safety, which was developed for technology Ethernet PowerLink (EPL), but open platform is compatible with the other types of industrial Ethernet too, e. g. Sercos, Ethernet/IP, Modbus, and Profinet.
Mainly part of paper the safety analyses of Open Safety frame with orientation to safety codes used in
two sub-frames are mentioned. Practical part is orientated to model realisation via Matlab, Simulink
with the use of safety codes with possibility to demonstrate the detection capability of cyclic CRC
codes dependence on characteristics of communications channel and generator polynomial selection.
KEYWORDS: safety industrial Ethernet, safety integrity level, safety profiles, Open Safety safety mechanisms, electromagnetic interferences, data integrity, safety
code, Matlab, Simulink, model, time simulation

1. Introduction
Industrial communication systems are important elements of automation systems and they are used in wide
variety of application, e. g. process manufacturing, electric
power generation and distribution, gas and water supply,
transportation and others. In many cases the industrial
communication subsystem is part of safety -related control
system, where undetected corruption of message can cause considerable substantially damages within equipment,
environment or demands on human health and this is reason why the system has to be designed there is guarantee
of required Safety Integrity Level (SIL). For this reason the
safety - related devices must have implemented a number
of safety mechanisms located into special safety profiles [1].
Nowadays the industrial Ethernet is becoming
the communication standard used within all level of

© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2011

distributed control system with connection of industrial
and office domains [2]. Developed additional safety profile within industrial Ethernet supports safety-related communication between safety-related devices generally
in safety integrity level (SIL) 3. Analysis of existing safety protocols within industrial Ethernet communications
has shown that they are not suitable as a base for open
and real time-capable Ethernet communication. Therefore Bernecker & Rainer is coming with new open solution
- Open Safety profile, which is defined as a bus-independent, autonomous frame, which can in principle also be
inserted into standard protocols other than Powerlink [3].
Basically the referenced standards for Open Safety devices
are the generic standard IEC 61508 [4], IEC 61784-4 [5] or
comparable standards. Open Safety has been designed so
that standard data and safety data transfer is possible within the same network. The basic principle of implementation Open Safety profile is illustrated in the fig. 1.
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• from fieldbusses prefers CAN but supports complex
lover architectures of RM OSI for network structures,
• there is independence of transport media,
• there is maximum of 1023 safety-related devices within one safety domain,
• is supports 1023 safety domains,
• it is compatible to Ethernet TCP/IP with Powerlink as
the underlying communication layer.

Fig.1. Principle of Open Safety implementation in RM OSI
model

As we can see Open Safety profile is compatible without PowerLink with industrial Ethernet as Sercos, Ethernet/IP, Modbus, ProfiNet, EtherCat and in the future is
able to be implemented in other types of industrial wire
or wireless Ethernet.
Thanks to the very flexible construction of the frames,
Open Safety can be adapted extremely well to various
applications such as machines, installations or transport
systems. The frame length is determined by the reference
data needed by the application.
The basic advantages of the Open Safety solution can
be characterized as the following [6]:
• there is guarantee of real time communication with
data transfer time down to 100 µs,
• it fulfils the intensity rate up to SIL3 according to IEC
61508,
• standard and safety - related devices can be used in the
same industrial network,

The Open Safety frame is independent from standard
frames because is encapsulated with its safety mechanisms within the standard communication. The big advance
of this communication is that any existing Ethernet and
fieldbus communication protocol can be used. The resistance of communication with the used Open Safety
profiles against unauthorized access caused intentionally
by human factor or unintentionally by several attacks or
viruses depends on the protection of the underlying communication layer.
The security of Open Safety is based on applying Open
Safety domain (SD) and the Open Safety domain gateway
(SDG) as it is we can see in the fig. 2 where we can see the
connection of industrial (factory) zone
with office (company zone).
The number of safety devices within one Open Safety
domain is limited to the number of safety devices connected to Ethernet. Open Safety domain gateway is a special
device which is able to communicate with different Open
Safety domains.
In the paper safety mechanisms used in safety profile Open Safety are analyzed with orientation mainly to
integrity mechanisms based on safety codes used CRC
principles.

Fig.2. Integration of Open Safety into the IT infrastructure of end customer
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2. Analyses of safety
mechanisms used in Open
Safety profile
Communication errors in black channel with the used
Open Safety profile can be caused by EMI, failures in
HW, SW or by human factor [7]. The task of Open Safety
mechanisms is quick detection of errors and realization
of adequate reaction to safety case. Philosophy of Open
Safety profile is based on information redundancy. The
frame of Open Safety profile consists of two sub frames
(see fig. 3) in which the check is realised independently.
Within the sub- frame we are able to transmit user data of
several lengths (maximum to 254 bytes).
As we can see in the fig. 3 every sub-frame consists of
the following fields: address field (ADR), frame identificator (ID), length field (LE), consecutive type field -CT(L),
field of used data (DB0,...DBn) and CRC field.
Very important safety mechanism is the time stamp
allocated in consecutive time field, which eliminates the
communication errors: duplicity of data, re-sequences
of delay of data. Time stamp consists of the actual time
related to time clock of actual data transmitter. System
does not use distributed clock but for this reason special
Table 1. Structure of allocation of safety mechanisms in
basic Open Safety frame

Octet Offset
0
1
2
3
3 … n+3
n+4 …
n+4+o
n+5+o
n+6+o
n+7+o
n+8+o
n+9+o
n+9+o …
2n+9+o
2n+10+o
...
2n+10+2o

7

6

5

Bit Offset
4
3
2
ADR ( Bit 0 - 7 )
ID
LE
CT ( Bit 0 - 7 )
DB 0 to DB n

1

0

3. Analyses of safety codes
used in Open Safety subframes

ADR ( 8 , 9 )

CRC - 8 / CRC - 16
ADR ( Bit 0 - 7 ) XOR SDN ( Bit 0 - 7 )
ADR ( 8 , 9 ) XOR
ID
SDN ( 8, 9 )
CT ( Bit 8 - 15 )
TADR ( Bit 0 - 7 )
TR
TADR ( 8, 9 )
DB 0 to DB n

Basic requirement to safety codes used within safety related communications in closed and open transmission
systems are described in EN 50159 [8].
Open Safety uses for data integrity check safety code based on the principle CRC with defined primitive generator
polynomials [9]. The type of generator polynomials depends
on the value of length of data (LE) as it is illustrated in the
Table 2. The receiver controls the syndromes after CRC determination not only in both sub-frames but realised cross
Table 2. Assignment of CRC codes according to LE
LE value [byte]

CRC - 8 / CRC - 16

Note:
n is number of payload data in bytes 0 ≤ n ≤ 254
o is CRC correction offset 0 ≤ n ≤ 8, o = 0 (CRC8),
			9 ≤ n ≤ 254 o = 1 (CRC16).
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procedure was created, which provides reliable source for
synchronisation all microcontrollers clocks in every nodes. Mechanism of time stamp is used for error detection,
e. g. loss of data or detection of large delay. This type of
check is realised continually with monitoring of all nodes
from which consumer requires the answer and then it has
information about state of connection.
Identifier eliminates insertion of message. Open Safety
frame allows the unique 8-bits or 16-bits identifier which
is determined from address field, type of message field and
type of frame field.
Data integrity check is realised with using safety cyclic code based on CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) determination on dependence on defined generic polynomials. The frame uses two kinds of CRCs depending on
the length of the payload data. CRC is created for every
sub-frame differently and check in the receiver parts. The
second sub-frame transmits the same data (data is redundant) for this reason additionally the cross checking from
safety codes in both sub-frames is realised.
Table 1 shows the structure of the basic Open Safety frame. The grey colored lines within table 1 describes
sub frame two. Sub frame two frames SPDO (Open Safety Process Data Object) and SSDO (Open Safety Service Data Object) are additionally coded with the UDID
(Unique Device Identification) of the SCM (Open Safety
Configuration Manager) using a logical XOR operation.

0-8
9-240
241-255

CRC - generator polynomial
CRC – 8
g(x) = x8 + x5 + x3 + x2 + x + 1 ≈
12F hex
CRC – 16
16
14
12
g(x) = x + x + x + x11 + x8 + x4 + x2 + 1 ≈
15935 hex
Reserved by producer
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Fig.3. Data format of basic sub-frames of Open Safety profile

Fig.4. Model of sub-frames of Open Safety profile
Note: R - number of real simulated errors, D - number of detected errors

checking mechanisms whereby the safety of communication
is increasing. Characteristics of cyclic CRC codes used in
Open Safety profile are illustrated in table 3.
Detection possibilities of cyclic CRC codes are illustrated in the Table 3.

4. Results of practical part
The model which simulated the operation of safety
codes used in Open Safety sub-frames was realised via
SW Matlab [10]. The functional blocks were constructed
Table 3. Characteristics of cyclic coded with CRC
polynomials used in Open Safety frames
CRC polynomials
[hex]
12F
Frames to 8 bytes
15935
Frames from 9 to 240
bytes
11EDC6F41
Data to 4k bits for one
block

Detection possibilities

with aim to suggest the detection possibilities of cyclic detection codes based on CRC principle with using
recommended generator polynomials in Open Safety
frames (see Table 2) for short and long format of data
dependence in noise characteristic of communication
channel. Realised model is illustrated in the fig. 4. Model
was created with support of toolboxes: Simulink, Communication blockset, Signal processing blockset and
own created blocks.
Transmitted and receiver parts of model content:
• generator of messages,
• functional blocks describing two sub-frames of Open
Safety profile with orientation to CRC mechanism,
• model of binary communication channel,
• sink,
• graphical unit (scope).

HD 4 to 119 bits

Table 4. Vector of generated messages

HD 5 to 241 bits
HD 4 to 2048 bits

Type of
message
S1
S2
S3

HD 8 to 128 bits
HD 6 to 4k bits
HD 4 to 64k bits

Note: HD (Hamming Distance)

Vector representation
s(i) = 1, i = 1, 2,…,n
s = s1(i)+s2(i); s1(i) = 1; s2(i) = 0, i =1,2…,n/2
s(i) = 0, i = 1, 2,…,n

Table 5. Results of detection possibilities of safety code according to simulated different error pattern
CRC- 8

safety code
pb [-]
i-fold error
subframe1
(D)
subframe1 (R)
subframe2
(D)
subframe2 (R)
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generator polynomial: g(x) = x8 + x5 + x3 + x2 + x + 1
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5. Conclusion

Fig.5. View of time simulation of transmitted messages
effected by EMI

For safety code - CRC realisation in the transmitted
and received part of model the following functional blocks
were used from Communication blockset:
• general CRC generator,
• general CRC syndrome detector.
The block general CRC generator creates on the base
of valid rules for cyclic detection code [9] and selected
generator polynomial types the redundant bits which
are added to each transmitted message. On the received
part the block general CRC syndrome detector according to syndrome technique realisation [10] determined
the syndrome and check the integrity of received message and detect the corrupted message to the degree of
selected generator polynomial. As model of communication channel own type of functional block Limited Binary Symmetric Channel was created in which different
type of error pattern (single error, burst of errors) are
possible to generate [11], [12].
Detection possibilities testing were realised for three
types of messages generated from generator source with
rate 1 message per second:
• S1 - all bits logical 1,
• S2 - half to half bits of logical 1 and logical 0,
• S3 - all bits of log 0.
The vector representation of generated messages is illustrated in the Table 4. Each simulation consisted of 1000
messages from which the statistical results were determined. The result of detection possibilities accordance with
bit error rate of communication channel is illustrated in
the Table 5, where the number of corrupted messages within sub-frame 1 and sub-frame 2 were counted. The results are illustrated for two value of bit error rate pb= 10-3,
pb=10-2, pb= 10-1, pb= 0,5. Simulation of messages across
noise channel was realised in the worst condition of noise
for generated burst of several lengths.
In the Figure 5 time simulation of corrupted messages
in sub- frame 1 in the output of Limited Binary Erroris
illustrated.
Channel Figure 5a) and time simulation of detected
messages in general CRC syndrome detector Figure 5 b)
are illustrated. By mark “o” is signed the message (in time)
in which was not detected error.
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Nowadays the trend within safety-related industrial
communication system is applying some type of industrial
Ethernet in which the requirements to safety is solved by
additional safety profile. In the last decade several number
of safety communication profiles valid for safety industrial
Ethernet were developed and certificated with safety integrity
level 3. The disadvantage of these solutions is that the safety
profiles are not compatible with large scale of safety devices
from different vendors. The safety solution developed by B
& R company (Open Safety) based on open access negates
these disadvantages. For safety mechanisms which are implemented must be safety case determined for every concrete
application and required requests. The safety code is one very
important mechanism used for data integrity keeping. Safety
code can assure not only transmitted data but other safety
mechanisms and parameters which are not transmitted (implicit data) too. This is way we must in detail the selection of
parameter of safety code determined via model. In the paper
the model of Open Safety frames was realized with orientation to analyses of detection possibilities of cyclic detection
code (CRC) dependence on noise conditions in communication channel and parameters of CRC code (generator
polynomial, length of transmitted messages). Several error
patterns within model communication channel were generated and the detection possibilities of safety codes recommended to use within Open Safety profile were tested. The model
is usable as a universal tool which we can use in process of
optimalisation of parameters of safety code based on CRC
principles for different types of generator polynomials degree. The model can be expanded about transmission code
used in untrusted transmission system and about other tools
related with problem of CRC codes, e. g. generating the all
primitive polynomials of defined degree, testing of irreducibility of generator polynomial and determination and graphical presentation of probability of undetected errors in the
side of decoder.
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ABSTRACT

Authors describe the possibilities of a wireless technology used within safety-critical applications with
orientation to selection the computationally safety cryptography techniques. Undetected corruption
of data transmission can cause substantially considerable damages within equipments, environments
or demands on human health and this is reason why systems have to be designed so that guarantee
required Safety Integrity Level. For this reason the safety-related wire or wireless machines must have
implemented a number of safety mechanisms located into special safety or security profiles. Nowadays, after acceptation of the new standard ISA 100.11a the barrier was broken towards the use of
wireless machine-to-machine communications in standard and safety-related communication, too.
ZigBee technology is very accepted standard which fulfils the requirements to the wireless industrial
communication system.
The main part of the paper describes the possible attacks to ZigBee communications based on cryptography mechanisms with orientation to Denial-of-Service attack. The practical part contains the
results of ZigBee sensor network testing in laboratory conditions with demonstration of error-control
mechanisms of MESH topology and cryptoanalytic’s attacks based on monitoring of traffic are mentioned as well.
KEYWORDS: safety industrial communication system, wireless technology, ZigBee, safety
integrity level, confidentiality, device and data verification, AES standard,
link key, network key, cryptoanalysis

1. Introduction
Developments of wireless networks record a very important role in many areas of control systems [1]. Wireless networks have become un-substitutable technology
within intelligent transport systems where networks allow
providing services which directly relate with the security of traffic flow as well as services that are connected
with better knowing of car drivers by selection of various

© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2011

charges, adjoin in public communication networks. Wireless sensor networks became the new technologies used
within technological level of control systems, too. Nowadays, after acceptation of new standard ISA 100.11a: “Wireless systems for industrial automation. Process Control
and Related Applications” [2], the barrier towards the use
wireless machine-to-machine communications in standard and safety-related communication was broken, too
(with additional safety profile). The protocol ISA 100.11a
was developed for very unfavourable operation conditions
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which can occur in manufacturing area with requirements
on robustness, resistance against interferences and network
security. These requirements fulfil the wireless industrial
communication system based on ZigBee technology too
[3]. Today the following specifications of ZigBee technology are available: ZigBee 2004, ZigBee 2006, ZigBee 2007
and ZigBee RF4CF. Technology ZigBee was developed for
purpose of effective data exchange between sensors. The
advantage of ZigBee industrial network is possibility to
use the large number of devices which cooperated with
other devices within one network. Technology ZigBee is
projected so that minimizes the consumption of energy.
This allows the long lifetime of device in the case of accumulator source using. The additional advantage of ZigBee
technology in comparison with another communication
forms is that devices in network can direct the data with
each other and can be mobile. Like that the devices do not
need to be in direct range of device with which want to
communicate. Technology is achieved to assure reliable
transmission of data across very noise environments too.
Version ZigBee 1. 1 represents the fundamental break in
process development of this standard. Main modification
in standard development is transfer from tree address
structure to address allocation randomly with mechanism
of address collision detection. This improvement increases the stability of network and creates the large scale of
ZigBee applications. Next modification ZigBee 2007: for
intelligent house applications and for commercial applications, which is signed as ZigBee PRO [4] and supports
the additional functions as multicast communications,
routing many-to-one and the high security with applying
cryptography algorithm on the base of symmetric cryptography. In March 2009 consortium RF4CE (Radio Frequency for Consumer Electronics) arranged the cooperation
with ZigBee Aliance and they created the standardized
specification ZigBee RF4CE for remote control which is
faster, reliable and offers the better free scope in devices
operation and allows to apply advanced functions, e. g. bi-directional communications between device and remote
control system.
Development of additional safety profiles within wireless industrial communications supports safety-related
communication between safety-related devices generally in safety integrity level (SIL) 3 and by it increases the

Fig. 1. Process of enciphering in ZigBee
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applying the ZigBee technology within safety-critical control systems, too [5].
In the paper authors considered the safety mechanisms used within communication protocol with orientation to cryptography techniques on the base of theoretical
and practical results.

2. Analyses of safety
mechanisms of ZigBee
Before ZigBee technology applying it is necessary
to remember that the transmitted messages in wireless
network can be received by any device which is near of
transmitter. Generally, two unintentional attacks are well
known: attacker can keep the information by wiretapping
of messages or can modify the message and repetitively
send one from previous messages. The first attack we can
eliminate by ciphering of all content of message which
offers ZigBee standard IEEE 802.15.4 [6]. In standard
the symmetric block cipher AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard) is used [7]. The second attack can be eliminated
by the auxiliary cryptography mechanism using so called
MIC (Message Integrity Code) which is added to transmitted frame and which allows the receiver side to determine the modification of message. This process is known
as data authentication.
One from major limitation of safety functions realizations within a wireless network is a problem of limited
supply. The nodes are mostly powered by battery packs
and they have limited power and the store size. If the attacker keeps the access to node which is not assured he/she
can obtain the secret key from device memory. If unauthorized access was detected, the assured node can be able
to delete secret information including the value of key.

2.1. Safety procedure of enciphering
The basic concept of the ciphering on the base of the
symmetric cryptography system with the secret key used
in ZigBee technology is illustrated in the Figure 1 [8].
The most sensitive part of this system is the secret key
which is changing for every transmitted frame. The length
of key determines the level of assurance. ZigBee support
128 bits key what is the computationally safety length today for brute force attack realization. The attacker (hacker)
must test 3,4 *1038 possible keys. The transmitter and the
receiver use for ciphering and deciphering the same key.
ZigBee supports several methods for key implementation
and its sharing between two or more devices. Standard
ZigBee uses two types of keys: link key and network key.
Link key is sharing between two devices and can be used
within unicast communication. Network key is common
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for all networks and it is used within message transmission. Each assured ZigBee network contents one device
called trust centre which the link and network keys distribute to another devices. Trust centre works in two modes
of operation: commercial and residential. In commercial
mode, e. g. some industrial application, the trust centre
must store the list of devises, master keys and network
keys. All received frames are checked if they are not duplicate frame. The size of memory increases within the
commercial mode of operation dependence on number of
devices in networks. Residential mode is determined for
modest house applications.

2.2 Safety procedure of authentication
ZigBee standard supports two safety procedures:
devices and data authentications. Device of authentications is realized after connection the new device to
network. The new device must be able to receive the
network key and set the right attributes in given time.
Within the safety procedure of data authentications the
receiver checks if data was not re-sequences or corrupted. Device authentication is realized by trust centre.
The procedure of authentication is different for resistance and commercial modes of operations. In the
commercial mode trust centre never sends the network
key to new device across untrusted channel. The master
key can be sent as en-secured if the new device does not
have the same main key as trust centre. Then the new
device keeps the master key of trust centre and the new
device starts protocol for key distribution. The new device has the limited time for creating the link key (Aps
Security Time Out Period). If within the limit of device does not keep the key the authentication procedure
must start again. When the new link key is certified the
trust centre sends the network key to the new device
across trusted channel. The purpose of data authentication is to assure the data during transmission. This
problem is solved by addition of MIC (Message Integrity Code) to every transmitted frame.

Fig. 2. Principle of AES-CCM
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MIC works on the same principle as MAC (Message Authentication Code) [7] so called key hash function
and uses the secret key to determination of code by fixed
length. Algorithm of MIS is known for all sides the secret
key is store only. If received and determined code MIC
in received frame are the same data is identical. The level
of assurance increases with the lengths of MIC code bits.
ZigBee and IEEE 802.15.4 standards support three levels
of safety according to bit lengths of MIC code: 32 bits, 64
bits and 128 bits.
The safety of MIC code is increasing in ZigBee with
using the special protocol in which MIC is generated as
CCM (Counter with Cipher block chaining Message authentication code). CCM is designated for using in connection with AES ciphering standard with block of plaintext 128 bits and key length 128 bits too.
The principle of AES-CCM mechanism within data
authentication is illustrated in the Figure 2. Algorithm
AES in CCM mode assures both the ciphering of data
and generating the additional hash code MIC, which is
transmitted with the ciphering frame. On the received
side the receiver knows algorithm AES-CCM on the base
which is generating the MIC and comparing with received code. CCM is marked as a special type of operation
which combined the ciphering (service of confidentiality) and data authentications (service of integrity). CCM
supports the possibilities of ciphering only or data authentication separately according to requirement safety
level of application.
AES-CCM algorithm has three inputs: data, safety
key and single-sweep value of NONCE (Number Used
ONCE). In the Figure 3 CCM NONCE and auxiliary
header of the frame are illustrated. NONCE is 13-octave
string which uses the fields from auxiliary header: safety field, counter of frames and source address. AES-CCM
uses NONCE as a part of its algorithm. The value of it is
never equal for two messages, because the counter value

Fig. 3. Format of auxiliary header within CCB NONCE
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is increasing about one for each transmitted frame. If attacker generates the same frame in this manner counter of
frame helps identifier of duplicate frames. The format of
the auxiliary frame is illustrated in the Figure 3 [9].

3. Denial of Service attack
Although the ZigBee technology belongs to relatively
new wireless technologies in comparison with e. g. Wi-Fi several cryptography attacks against it are well known today.
Very popular are the attacks which do not require for attacker to gain the access to the cryptographic keys stored in a
ZigBee device and they can be performed remotely from the
wireless space. During attack realisation it is not necessary to
manipulate within physical level of devices. The main attack
which follows this condition is Denial of Service (DoS).
This attack can be performed at several layers of communication protocol and depends on whether the attacker
has joined the network, being part of it (an insider) or not
(an outsider) [10], [11].
If the attacker is an insider, the DoS attack may be
con-ducted at the physical (PHY), link (MAC), network
(NWK) or application (APS) layers, whereas if the attacker is an outsider, DoS may be conducted at the PHY and
MAC layers only. Figure 4 classifies the all possible DoS
attacks according to communication layer.
Characteristics of insider attacks:
At the APS layer, DoS is performed by sending a great
deal of messages to the device (flooding) with aim to interrupt message processing. In addition, this action exhausts the
device resources, such as battery. This attack can be easily detected, since all the messages are sent from a specific device.
At the NWK layer, DoS is executed by modifying the
default routing protocol. If the attacker, which is placed
within the network, is a compromised router, it can stop
forwarding messages between nodes, which leads to changes to the routing protocol. Fortunately, this DoS attack
may be directly detected and avoided by the default routing protocol. The sensor can just start sending messages
via another router, if possible.
Characteristics of outsider attacks:
At the MAC layer, ZigBee uses CSMA/CA method to
guarantee that all the devices can communicate through
the same communication channel. Once a device intends

Fig. 4. Possibilities of DoS attack realisation in relation to
communication layer of protocol
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to transmit data, the communication channel should be
listened during the specific time. If the channel is sensed
idle, then the node is permitted to begin the transmission.
However, if the channel is sensed as busy, the node defers
its transmission for a random period of time. A DoS attack
occurs if a device starts consuming bandwidth unfairly.
For example, if the attacker starts continuously sending
data over the communication channel, other devices cannot communicate to each other.
At the PHY layer, the DoS attack is performed by direct jamming of the channel. This attack can be executed
through an outsider device by disrupting the signal of other
devices by changing the Power Spectral Density (PSD). In
fact, a jammer can never re-produce a signal nor it can pretend to be a receiver node. There are some parameters such
as signal strength of a jammer as well as the location and its
type which may influence the performance of the network.
To perform jamming, the attacker should be near to
the device or use an adequate level of transmission power
[11], [12]. This is since the transmitted signal loses energy
as the distance increases.

4. Practical realisation
The testing scenario was realized in the laboratory
conditions with the used of developed kit Texas Instrument CC2530ZDK.
The kit includes the following parts:
• 2X SmartRF05EB,
• 5X SmartRF05BB,
• 7X CC2530 evaluation modules,
• 7X antenna,
• 1X CC2531 USB key.
In practical construction of ZigBee network the following devices were applied: the sensor (sender), the router
(receiver) and an external device (attacker). The cryptography attack based on DoS method to ZigBee network
was realised in MAC layer and the process of realisation
is described by Figure 5. For catching the frames the catching key - type CC2531USB Dongle was used.
Description of procedures within realised attack (see
Figure 5):
(1) While the sensor is sending a message to the
network, the attacker interferes and corrupts the transmitted data, so the receiver does not receive the complete message.
(2) To ensure that the sensor does not resend the message again, the attacker generates an ACK message and
sends it back to the sensor (sender). Due to not checking
the authentication, the sensor assumes that the message
has been sent to the router.
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ZigBee frames were catching via SW tool SmartRF
Packet Sniffer from Texas Instruments, Inc. The structure of one catching frame number 19 (from 100 catching
frames) is illustrated in the Figure 6.
Monitoring of ZigBee traffic via SW tools belongs
among useful apparatus on the base which attacker can
keep important information about time, large of transmitted message, security level, and destination address.
Obtained data from large number of keeping frames can
be applied within statistical evaluations of traffic and then
within realisation of active attacks, e. g. DoS attack.

5. Conclusion
Nowadays the security mechanisms are used as support
for safety-related wireless machine too, which communicate across Wi-Fi, ZigBee and other wireless media [5]. In this
case it is necessary to orient oneself to a safety computationally security cryptography mechanisms which are resistant
against well-known cryptoanalytic attacks. Practical realisation of attacks methods in laboratory conditions is useful
knowledge for designer of a safety-related system in process
of selection of parameters of cryptography mechanism (the
length of key, mode of operation or security level).
In safety-related wireless communications is necessary
to choose the safety mechanisms according to standards
relevant for the open transmission systems. Cryptography
mechanisms provide different level of safety in compliance with the type of cryptography algorithm and length of
its key. Under the results of realisation of one of most well
known cryptanalytic attack to secure wireless communication we can observe that this system without implementation of additional security layer does not fulfil the requirements to safety-related communications. In this case the
value of SIL 0 is necessary to increase to value of SIL 1 – 4
(by implementation of security communication profile).
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ABSTRACT

Transport telematics (ITS - Inteligent Transport Systems) deals with application of information and
communication technologies with the aim of enhancing traffic performance, economies, efficiency,
safety, ecology and comfort of transport. ITS basic functions applicable to all modes of transport include a.o. traffic control and management, intelligent vehicles, electronic fee collection, management
of rescue systems, management of public mass transportation, route planning, provisioning of traffic
information, fleet management and logistics of freight transport. Developing the tradition of science,
research and the existing industrial basis, the Czech transport telematics sector is one of those most
advanced in Europe. Nevertheless, the present scope of ITS implementation in the Czech Republic is
relatively low, and the social climate and regulatory environment related to ITS aren´t at a sufficient
high level either. Therefore, the Association for Transport Telematics (SDT, ITS&S) is coming up with
an initiative called ITS 2020 Vision, trying to formulate crucial directions of development and implementation of transport telematics in the Czech Republic until 2020, identify the main obstacles to the
development and propose the methods of how to remove them.
KEYWORDS: Development of transport telematics in the Czech Republic until 2020

1. Introduction
Transport telematics (ITS - Inteligent Transport Systems) deals with application of information and communication technologies with the aim of enhancing traffic performance, economies, efficiency, safety, ecology and comfort
of transport. ITS basic functions applicable to all modes of
transport include a.o. traffic control and management, intelligent vehicles, electronic fee collection, management of
rescue systems, management of public mass transportation,
route planning, provisioning of traffic information, fleet
management and logistics of freight transport. Developing
the tradition of science, research and the existing industrial
basis, the Czech transport telematics sector is one of those
most advanced in Europe. Nevertheless, the present scope
of ITS implementation in the Czech Republic is relatively
low, and the social climate and regulatory environment related to ITS aren´t at a sufficient high level either. Therefore,
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the Association for Transport Telematics (SDT, ITS&S) is
coming up with an initiative called ITS 2020 Vision, trying
to formulate crucial directions of development and implementation of transport telematics in the Czech Republic
until 2020, identify the main obstacles to the development
and propose the methods of how to remove them.

2. ITS potential
The significance of transport telematics for the Czech
economy will rise. Competitiveness of our country, with
traditional industrial production and strategic position in
the centre of the European continent, will directly depend
on throughput of transport systems, especially road and
rail infrastructure, and quality of related services enabling
efficient and economical freight and passenger transport.
In the near future, the Czech Republic will, however, face
significant cuts in funding and impossibility to carry on
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increasing the traffic network density. ITS technologies
and services will thus become the main tool for sustainable development of transport systems, enabling more
intensive use of transport infrastructure, fair imposition
of fees for its use, incorporation (internalization) of social
(external) costs of transport, enhancement of safety and
reduction of environmental impacts.

3. Conditions for ITS
development
3.1 Need for a long-term strategy
Efficient implementation of ITS in the Czech Republic
requires the existence of a long-term strategy, which must
be an integral part of the Transport Policy of the Czech
Republic. This is the only way of how to achieve the maximum return on investment in the new transport-telematics infrastructure. The present state is unfortunately such
that there is no such strategy. ITS&S will therefore instigate the elaboration of the Strategy of ITS Development in
2010 – 2020 for all modes of transport and will use efforts
towards adoption of this strategy by the Government of
the Czech Republic.

3.2 Standardisation and certification
At the moment, the ITS sector in the Czech Republic
is undergoing a process of adoption of CEN and ISO standards. A topical problem is however how to implement
these standards into practice within the framework of
the undertaken projects. For this purpose, the ITS&S demands that the tender documentation for all public contracts executed both at the state level and at the regional
level should contain the requirement for adherence to specific valid norms and standards. In connection with ITS
development, it is also turning out that what is needed to
guarantee the features, interfaces and interoperability of
telematic services are complete new norms and standards.
The ITS&S therefore supports establishment of a new departmental coordination activity for introduction of new
standards.
The EU Directive on implementation of ITS in road
transport will require also the performance of certification
of ITS systems and services. The ITS&S therefore supports
the establishment of independent institutions responsible
for certification of ITS systems and services. This will ensure a high standard of telematic systems, competitiveness
of Czech suppliers, compliance with the requirements of
the EU Directive and harmonisation with the systems of
the other Member States. With the aim of ensuring a high
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professional and technical level of designing and delivering telematic systems, the ITS&S will strive for establishment of the institute of an authorised person in the sector
of transport telematics.

3.3 Public procurement
The present approach to public procurement in the
Czech Republic is unsatisfactory in the ITS sector. In
many cases, the delivery of ITS technologies and services is an integral part of construction work. It results in
combination of two totally different pieces of work: the
technologically advanced delivery of ITS with a high value added forms only a fraction of the whole investment
and becomes a secondary part of the work in which the
construction part prevails. This leads to undervaluation of
the ITS importance, unjustified pressure on prices of ITS
deliveries and occurrence of opportunities for business
speculations of higher suppliers. The ITS&S will therefore
strive for separation of deliveries of ITS technologies from
deliveries of the construction work itself and for definition
of the basic rules for price and quality of the technical part
of the tender documentation.

4. Scenario of ITS
development
4.1 Road transport
A high proportion of transport of passengers and freight runs over the network of roads. Besides enhancing
efficiency of infrastructure use, telematic applications also
have a positive impact on reduction of externalities (enhancement of traffic fluency and safety, reduction of travel
times, reduction of fuel consumption and air pollution).
The ITS&S therefore supports systematic and purpose deployment of ITS especially in the following fields:
• development of systems for traffic data collection and
traffic data provisioning to drivers with the emphasize on the capacity of such systems to provide relevant
and up-to-date data,
• development of systems for “line” traffic management
in vulnerable sections of cities rings and access roads
(expressways),
• development of cooperative on-board systems for on-line sharing of important information among drivers/
vehicles and intelligent infrastructure,
• implementation of electronic fee (payments) collection
systems as a tool for fair imposition of toll on road network for the purpose of collection of financial funds or
for traffic regulation and traffic “calming” down.
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The ITS&S demands that the particular development
of individual systems should comply with the approved
(and yet non-existing) strategy of ITS development in the
Czech Republic, see Section 3.1 above.

4.2 Road toll
The road infrastructure is in the Czech Republic traditionally financed from taxes. In the last years, the massive
development of motorway network is financed also from
EU Funds and from privatisation yields; another source of
finance is starting to be also the EFC system (expected income in 2007 – 2016 is 3,2 billions EUR, total operational
and investment cost stall be 0,7 billion EUR, investment
cista has already been paid by end of 2010).. So through
ITS, it is possible to provide efficient and fair collection of
toll on road infrastructure, taking into account the scope
of use of roads and motorways by particular users. Further development of toll collection system of the Czech
Republic must be in the first place cost-effective and must
support the objectives of the transport policy of the Czech
Republic and the EU.
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and air pollution. Discussion will be led about regulation
systems based on tolled entries or tolled stays of vehicles
in tolled areas with an efficient parking policy focused not
only on regulation of surface parking, but also controlled
and systematic development of mass underground garages
with efficient systems of automated navigation of vehicles
to the parking lot by variable traffic signs.

4.4 Economy of city toll collection
systems
As mentioned above, city toll collection systems are intended especially for city traffic regulation. Although a precondition for existence of a city toll collection system is the
cost efficiency (costs lower than revenues), the main aim is
the motivation to use the ecological city public mass transportation. By introduction of a fee for entry into the city
centre, the costs of car use then incorporate also the social
costs of noise, pollution or consequences of accidents - so
the costs not included in market prices of vehicles or fuels.
Revenues from city toll collection systems can then be invested in development of public mass city transportation.

4.3 City transport

4.5 Public transport

The transport in cities must be perceived as a comprehensive system integrating individual road transport
by motor vehicles, mass road transport and transport by
non-motor vehicles. The ITS&S places a big emphasize on
development of telematic applications leading to creation
of a comprehensive well-working city system, not as an
isolated solution, but with links to roads systems behind
the city borders.
What is by the ITS&S regarded as a priority is creation
of efficient traffic-information systems of cities, integrated
in the municipal/regional traffic centre (systems of collection of traffic and meteorological information, video-surveillance, tunnels control systems, provision of information to drivers with variable traffic signs, etc.). Application
of such comprehensive telematic city systems will be pushed through by the ITS&S not only in big cities but also
in all towns with current traffic problems. What is also important is the connection of city centres with regional and
national traffic-information centres.
For traffic regulation and calming, the ITS&S´s priority will be to develop systems for traffic safety, especially systems warning the drivers of speeding in dangerous
places, automated records of red light running, especially
in dangerous places with a high rate of traffic accidents
and in proximity of schools. Systems recommended with
the aim of traffic regulation in city centres and cores of
cities will enable effective regulation of unsolicited (and
non wanted) road transport and reduction of traffic jams

Public transportation is a pillar of passenger transport
and together with development of infrastructure, ITS applications and use of rail transport capacities represents
the main potential of optimisation. Within the framework
of a transport system, the public transportation has to play
a more important role than the mode of transport only
for those who for financial or other reasons have no other
choice. A topical task is to achieve a higher attractiveness
from the viewpoint of public transportation users - passengers, a.o. through telematic tools, providing on-line
availability of information about connecting lines, comfortable purchase and validation of tickets in vehicles. An
attractive public transportation must also mean a network
system covering the whole area and interconnecting all
modes of transport not only in terms of a system of connecting lines, but also in terms of fare collection and acceptance of travel documents (tickets) all over the Czech
Republic. Although the latest ITS technologies enable to
carry out the concept of the “interoperable electronic ticket“, the national interoperability has not been provided
yet. The main problem is now the adoption of regulatory
measures, which would demand the national interoperability over already implemented regional electronic ticketing systems, system of the Czech Rail company and the
system of the capital city of Prague. The ITS&S therefore proposes to create conditions for implementation and
operation of a united national centre for interoperability
and clearing in public transportation.
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4.6 Traffic safety, economy and ecology
The maximum possible safety of transport must become the priority of the whole society. According to successful implementation of regulatory, preventive, repressive
and technical measures, it is easily possible to assess and
compare the social and economic maturity of European
countries. For many years, intelligent transport systems
have already enabling to implement the systems of automated emergency calls (E-Call), monitoring of dangerous freights, weighing trucks in motion or the system of
monitoring of transported animals life conditions quality.
The main obstacle to the development is again the nonexistence of regulatory measures - adopted at the EU level for
provision of international interoperability - which would
define and enforce the practical implementation of these
systems. The ITS&S will therefore strive, within the framework of intensive communication with representatives of
state administration, for progress at elaboration of regulatory measures ordering ITS introduction for enhancement of traffic safety.
A topic of its own is the issue of use of transport telematics for reduction of impact of traffic on environment.
The environment is directly influenced by traffic especially by car engines emissions, generation of CO2, dust
particles and noise. Intelligent transport systems, like in
the field of safety, can significantly contribute to reduction
of environmental impacts (traffic calming, shorter travel
times, lower fuel consumption). The main problem is however the methodology and calculation of social costs /
savings associated with environmental impact of traffic/
implementation of ITS. The ITS&S warns in this connection against rash use of often published untrustworthy
data with reference to a “guarantees source“ from the EU.
At present, the Czech Republic does not have any comprehensive trustworthy data available, which poses a limitation for implementation of transport-telematics solutions
financed from public funds (as it is difficult to prove the
return on investment). The ITS&S will therefore instigate a comprehensive R+D project to be undertaken in this
field.

4.7 Railway transport
Application of information and communication technologies in railway transport has a historical tradition given by high demands on traffic safety. Therefore, the implemented standardization of processes, procedures and
certification in railway transport will be a practical guide
for how to undertake similar processes in road transport.
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ITS&S supports state ownership of the “rail-way” infrastructure and equal access to provision of services on the
railways. The railway administrator must be the owner
and coordinator of use of railway infrastructure - accessible to a wide range of carriers. The present state of ITS makes this access possible. However, development of security
systems on the railway in the Czech Republic will have to
be coordinated with current European trends in united
management of railway transport (systems ERTMS/ETCS,
GSM-R).
Implementation of ITS in railway transport will lead to
enhancement of safety and speed of trains. ITS implementation on regional tracks in the surrounding areas outside
borders of big cities will make the integration of railway
transport with urban transport more efficient. Extension
of interoperable security systems from railway corridors
to other railway tracks in the Czech Republic will enable
the use of railway by new local and foreign carriers. ITS&S
also proposes to finalise the solution of railway traffic management from two centres in the Czech Republic: from
Přerov and from Prague.

4.8 Space technologies
Space technologies, especially global navigation systems, enable to carry out a lot of advanced telematic services. The ITS&S therefore supports the EC ambitions at
construction of an own independent space infrastructure
–EGNOS and Galileo systems – and welcomes EU decision to situate the seat of Galileo supervisory authority in
Prague. Czech Republic is a member of European Space
Agency. A higher precision, integrity, continuity or availability of the satellite navigation signal of GPS and/or Galileo will enable to extend the ITS applications, using the
information about position of vehicles, persons or freight,
to new sectors such as air traffic control or signalisation in
rail transport. ITS&S will strive within the framework of
the Czech initiative Galileo User Forum together with Ministry of Transport of the CZ to push through the Czech
industry, science and research as a European initiator of
development of applications based on Galileo and GNSS
systems.
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ABSTRACT

Through the analysis of urban traffic in the City of Zagreb we have come to the results that are crossings the tram track and roads also potential dangerous points. Because we have the large experience
in the securing rail road crossings it was concluded that the use the technique from the railway traffic
can be useful for the safety of traffic.
Level crossing protection is the consequence of having level crossings on a railway line. Its aim is to
avoid collisions between trains and road traffic. From the point of view of the railway, the requirement
to be met by such protection is quite simple: it has to stop all road traffic before the passing of a train.
From the point of view of road traffic, however, the protection must stop the train in order to safeguard road traffic when crossing a railway line. In other words, level crossing protection can only be the
compromise in the conflict of interests between the two parties.
The requirements on the railway side of the level crossing are, in general, determined by the technology used in order to provide a fail-safe system.
In this work we show the application potential of technique securing rail road crossings on the crossing of tram track and roads. By the use of the Train Detection System it is possible control the road
traffic lights.
KEYWORDS: Road signing, tram infrastructure, train detection system

1. Introduction
In the cities with developed tram traffic there is always
a problem of organization, implementation and maintenance of the schedule. The particular problem of organization of public transport carried by the rail vehicles is that
the trams are operating across the same traffic areas where
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traffic vehicles also operate. Unlike railway vehicles, it is
very difficult to control the trams especially in busy city
traffic. To determine the position of the tram, with satisfactory accuracy, it is possible to use a geographic positioning system (GPS).
In order to have quality control and regular maintenance of tram traffic it is necessary to have an information management center. The information management
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system, in order to achieve an optimal traffic regulation,
should be supplemented by some other additional information systems: global information system (GIS), traffic
light control system, urban bus transport information system etc. The data from the satellite geographic positioning
system can be transferred from the moving vehicle (tram),
using existing communication transmission systems directly the traffic control center. With monitoring and processing these data in real time, it is possible to have all the
necessary parameters and indicators related to the traffic
control. These parameters are then inputs for different
traffic simulation tools which have to help in modeling
and optimization of the traffic.
City transport system consists of several subsystems
which have to be coordinated. Generally, the main role of
any fleet dispatch center is to determine the identity of the
vehicle, its current position and availability in order to ensure
continuous real-time planning and organization of the traffic, to avoid traffic congestion (so-called: the plugs) and to
optimize the fleet management. Due to the fact that urban
population is increasing the urban public transport is also increasing. Congestions are usually inevitably appeared in the
city downtowns. As it is well known, motor vehicles are the
biggest environmental polluters. In densely populated urban
areas, motor vehicles with their large concentration on the
streets, unfavorable working conditions and improper engine
air circulation are the primary environmental pollutants in
cities. Organization, implementation and maintenance of the
schedule directly increase traffic efficiency and reduce transportation costs. The particular problem of organization of
rail vehicles public transport is the fact that for example trams
are operating (beside special tracks) on the public traffic areas
where road vehicles also driving.
The tram, as is known, act in the traffic as the railway
vehicles, and the security of their movement actually depends only on the human factor. To reduce human error
during operation of the vehicle in the city traffic (that may
cause threat to the participants of traffic) it is necessary to
install into the trams some systems which will automatically take certain elements of control.
European Union has started an initiative CIVITAS with
which EU wants contribute to achieving sustainable, cleaner and more energy efficient transport in cities across Europe and improve the quality of life of citizens, combining
the latest technologies and acting with the full participation
of citizens. The objectives of CIVITAS initiative are to promote and implement sustainable, cleaner and more energy efficient measures in urban transport and to implement
integrated measures based on new, innovative technologies
and public policies that suit the needs of citizens.
One of the main goals of CIVITAS is to shorten the
travel time by public transport by introducing the benefits of the tram on the crossroads equipped with the traffic
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lights. To enhance the mobility of all kind of vehicles by
coordinated traffic lights management, it is necessary to
introduce a system of „intelligent intersection” which is
capable to inform car drivers about availability of the nearby free parking place and free garage. The introduction
of traffic-dependent real time adaptive management of
public urban transport on the crossroads equipped with
the traffic lights gives a priority to the public transport vehicles by using the technology of intelligent transportation
systems.

2. Determination of the
position of the tram
vehicle
Certainly, one of the most important inputs (information) for the management of traffic lights is accurate information about the current position of the tram. Standard
methods of identifying the position of railway vehicles
using track circuits or magnetic detectors didn’t show satisfactory results as the proper tram position principles. Also,
to determine the position it is possible to use geographic
positioning system (GPS), but he also didn’t give satisfactory results. Given that the conditions for determining the
position in the road transport are specific, this significantly
undermines the accuracy of the system in terms of availability in relation to the positioning of the air or at sea. It
is known that the tram traffic in large part takes place in
conditions where the surrounding buildings narrows the
horizon, which leads to total or partial loss of signal.
Another way of determination of rail vehicles presence
is detection with rail-wheel detectors. Rail-wheel detector,
on the standard railway infrastructure, is a standard part
of the safety signalling systems. In this system rail-wheel
detector has few roles: switching on and switching off of
the safety signalling systems or some of its part, counting
of the axles (wheels), speed measuring etc. The rail-wheel
detectors control and run directly circuitry for indication
of the state of the track/section. Rail-wheel detectors are
installed close to the rails on the track and the circuitry for
state indication is installed in relay rooms in the stations
or in standing chambers and cabinets near to the track.
Electronic rail-wheel detector or “Electronic Treadle”
is an electromagnetic device which permanently produces
a constant magnetic field that closes over the rails, so the
wheel bandage as metal part enters into this magnetic field
what cause a change in the magnetic flux. Housing of the
rail-wheel detector should be made of plastic material resistant to impact, shock, heat and weather condition.
Safety signalling systems for railway section occupancy
control produced by Croatian manufactures of the safety
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stations in accordance with EN 50159-1 in order to control
occupancy of the long section as the part of the inter-station
dependency. Then, the system has capability of local or remote (modem) control and PC diagnostic.

3. Equipment set for Traffic
lights Control system

Fig.1. Train presence detectors [Altpro]

signalling systems “Altpro d.o.o.” is shown on the figure 1.
This system is used for section occupancy control in railway stations (or marshalling yards) on open track and as
the train detection system for railway level crossing systems
(crossing between road and railway track). The system is
based on the microprocessor module with configuration
2 of 3 processors with the safety structure of the internal
software program. Also, it has the capability for “fail-safe”
communication between two indoor devices in two distant

Traffic light control system switch on detection-communication devices on the tram rails. Given the specificity of the tram rails in relation to the railway rails, it was
selected an innovative solution to fixing the rail-wheel
detector. In a specially constructed housing is mounted
detection system TDR14 with wheel detector ZK 24-2
produced by Croatian manufacturer “Altpro d.o.o.” what
is shown on the figure 2.
According to the plans of the CIVITAS ELAN project for city of Zagreb, it is planned to set new regulation of the traffic through Frankopanska Street in the
downtown of the city. Between the two tram stops in

Fig.3. Tram traffic in Frankopanska Street
Fig.2. Tram wheel detectors [Altpro]
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Fig.4. Tram traffic in Vukovar Avenue

Frankopanska Street and Maršal Tito square there are
two crossroads equipped with the traffic lights what is
shown on figure 3.
Because of completion of the project, it was decided to
use the same system for control of the road traffic in Vukovar Avenue introducing tram level crossing in the same
street as shown in Figure 4.
The newly tram level crossing has the same characteristics as the railway level crossing. Moving from the tram
stop at the intersection between Vukovar Avenue and Svetice Street towards the east, a tram wheel detector bill be activated and thus stops the transport of the road vehicles in the
same direction through the Vukovar Avenue. After leaving
the tram level crossing area road traffic is re-enabled again
by turning on the green light on the newly installed traffic
lights. In the opposite direction tram level crossing will be
activated by the tram wheel detector which is positioned on
the beginning of the stopping distance of the tram related to
speed 60 km/h. Just to note that in this case the regulation is
performed for just one direction and one road track.

4. System upgrade
Modular system Multi Section Digital Axle Counter
BO23 (Altpro) is primarily designed for railway section
occupancy control. Section occupancy information (“section occupied” or “section free”) is to be transferred to the
central logic unit of the traffic light control system. Principle of the work is shown on figure 5.

Fig.5. Axle counter BO 23 [Altpro]
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For safe operation of the system, which meets very
strong safety requirement (safety integrity level SIL 4), it
is necessary to ensure power supply and a specific interface that connects the device with the traffic lights control
system. The design of the interface depends on the technology and principle of the work of the traffic light control system. In this particular application of the tram level
crossing system interface actually is not necessary due to
the fact that the system works independently on the traffic
lights. In this case the trams just operate/drive related to
the signals on the traffic lights on the crossroad and safety
of the traffic depends only on the reliability of the car and
tram drivers. Figure 6 shows the road signalization on the
tram level crossing area.

6. Conclusion
The traffic efficiency is affected by the maintenance of
the schedule. And for this purpose it is necessary to continuously control the light road signalization by using tram
motion detection system. If it is intention a full control of
the tram traffic, it is necessary to introduce an additional
autonomous system in order to have a safe flow of traffic.
The development of semiconductor technology directly
affects the development of systems for automatic monitoring and control of the traffic. The main target of development of this system is primarily finding algorithm of
the tram routes according to which is possible afterwards
to determine and define the overall dynamics of the tram
traffic. Based on this data can be carried out optimization
of the system and increase the safety of urban transport.
The most important result of the data obtained is certainly
the possibility of applying this system as the part of the
integrated urban traffic system. Then it is possible to solve
the traffic problems caused by the tram delays using some

Fig.5. Road signalization on the tram level crossing area
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other transport solutions. These data further can be used
for optimal planning of junctions on which the passenger
continues its travel using some other transport solutions
and some other transport service providers.
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